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ABOUT THE COVER:
The new Soviet T-72 tank highlighted the

7 Nov. J977 Moscow parade. The tank previous
ly thought to be their latest and oolkd the T-72,
i now designated the T-64. The T-72, seen
here, differs slightly in appearance in the sus
pension and secondary armament. The inset
shows a BRDM-2 armored vehicle carrying a
new antitank missile ystem. The mUlsile
launcher appear to featu.re 3600 traverse and
remote operation from within by means of a ro
tatable periscopic sight located to the right
front of the launcher. Apparently, the launch
ers call be lnwered into the armor protection of
the vehicle for reloading.
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women member designees to ASB join others at banquet. L. to r. are
Dr. Phil E. DePoy; Dr. [rene C. Peden. professor of electrical engineer
ing, University of Washington; Dr. J. Ernest Wilkins Jr.: Dr. Rhoda
Baruch, private consultant; and Dr. Percy A. Pierre.

BANQUET ATTENDEES O. to r.) included Dr. Phil E. DePoy; Dr. J.
-Ernest Wilkins Jr.; Dr. Percy A. Pierre; GEN John R. Guthrie; GEN
Walter T. Kerwin; Prof. Neil Armstrong, College of Aerospace En·
gineering, University of Cincinnati; and Dr. Joseph H. Yang. First

Army Science Board Holds First Meeting as ASAP Successor
,.

~-
-"""""-'~k-J ~ .- ~

.\HEADTABLE guests at the Army Science Board banquet (I. to r.) are Pierre, B88istsnt secretary of the Army (Research, Development and
Dr. Joseph H Yang, ellecutive director, ASB; Dr. Phil E. DePoy, direc· Acquisition); banquet speaker, Ambassador Robert W. Komer, adviser

..tor, Operations Evaluation Group, Center for Naval Analysis; GEN to the Secretary of Defense on NATO Mfairs; Army Vice Chief of
John R. Guthrie, DABCOM commander; Dr. J. Ernest Wilkins Jr., Staff GEN Walter T. Kerwin: Dr. Bruce A. Reese, head, School of
BS80Ciate general manager, EG&G, Inc., chairman designee, ASB; Aeronautics and Astronautics, Purdue University; Acting Assistant
Under'Seeretary of the Army Dr. Walter B. LaBerge; Dr. Percy .4. Secretary of the Army (Civil Works) Charles R. Ford.

-r The new Army Science Board (ABB) Assistant Secretary of the Army durability of equipment; enhance per·
.held its first meeting, 2-3 Mar., fol· (Research, Development, and Acquisi· sonnel effectiveness; reduce costs; and

lowing its establishment as successor tion) Dr. Percy A. Pierre, ABB lunch· conserve life in combat operations.
to the former Army Scientific Advi- eon speaker, called for initiation of di- A major step to achieve these objec-

.sory Panel (see January-February rect "Dear Percy" letters. He added tives, he stated, is greater responsibil-
1978 ArmyR&D Magazine, page 4). that ASB members should serve as ity and flexibility at the laboratory
• Convened at the Pentagon, the the Army's "alter ego,"-they should level. Another innovation, listed by
meeting was opened by Army Science provide advice relative to what they Dr. Lasser, is the Advanced Concept
Board Executive Director Dr. Joseph think is right and what they think is Team. This is a mechanism whereby

. Yang, who introduced Secretary of being done wrong. new promising ideas are evaluated for
the Army Clifford L. Alexander. Sec- Dr. Marvin E. Lasser, director of Ar- possible Army funding.
retary Alexander called on the group my Research, presented an overview Six key areas of the Army's scien-
Jo be candid in its opinions-''tell the of the Army's Science and Technology tific and technology effort, identified
Army what it should be doing, but Program. He noted that objectives of by Dr. Lasser, are millimeter and sub-

on't hesitate to tell the Army what it the program were to concentrate on millimeter wave radiation, smokes
should not be doing." high payoff areas, to improve reliabil· and aerosols, target and background

Problems relative to the balance of ity, availability, maintainability and signatures, gun tube wear erosion, ar·
forces between the U.S. and its NATO mor penetration, and ignition and
allies and the Soviet Union and its combustion of propellants.
Warsaw Pact allies were discussed by Banquet speaker Ambassador
Under Secretary of Defense for Re- Robert W. Komer, advisor to the Sec-
·~earch and Engineering Dr. William retary of Defense on NATO Affairs,
J. Perry. lddressed the great need for increased

He stressed that the Soviets have U.S. effort toward NATO standardiza-
'been pressing ahead in modernization tion and interoperability. He empha-
and expansion of technical capabili- sized that the Army had more to gain
ties since 1970, while the U.S. has from pursuing this effort and more to
~n inconsistent in the allocation of Dr. Percy A. Pierre. second from left, joins lose by not pursuing it than any of the
its resources. Technological potential, three former Assistant Army R&D Seere· other U.S. Armed Forces.
trong allies, and a go<!d industrial taries, Dr. Russell D. O'Neal, private consult· Specifically. he said, the U.S. Air
ase were cited as compensating fac- ant, on left; Robert L. Johnson, president, Me· Force and Navy would be numerically

Donnell·Douglas Astronautics Co., and
tors for the U.S. Willis M. Hawkins, president, Lockheed Cali. (Continued on page 9)

• forniaCa.
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FY79 Army RDA Budget Requests Submitted to Congress
The joint posture statement of Assis

tant Secretary of the Army (Research, De
velopment, and Acquisition) Dr. Percy A.
Pierre and Deputy Chief of Staff for Re
search, Development, and Acquisition
LTG Donald R. Keith, covering the FY
1979 Army ROTE Budget Request for
$2.7 billion has been presented to the Con
gress. A separate FY 1979 Procurement
Budget Request, submitted to the Con·
gress by Dr. Pierre and Assistant Deputy
Chief of Staff for Research, Development,
and Acquisition MG Philip R. Feir, calls
for $6.6 billion.

The ROTE statement is introduced by a
general review of the vast material advan
tage the Warsaw Pact currently enjoys
over the U.S. and its NATO allies, and the
fact that U.S. military analysts see this
Warsaw Pact strength in excess of what is
believed necessary for a pure defensive
postme.

It was noted that the "appearance, in de
velopment, of the new T80 [tank] is dis
turbing_" The development of the T80 at a
time when their T72 is barely in produc
tion, the paper says, indicates one of two
things.

First, perhaps the T72 has been found
to be grossly defective in some way and
will continue in production only until a su
perior vehicle can be provided. Secondly,
and what is believed to be the more proba
ble reason, the new T80 embodies some
form of technical breakthrough- possibly
in armor or main armament.

The awareness of the T80 development
and its possible implications was a consid
eration that contributed to the decision to
arm the XMl with a 120mm gun.

The Congress was advised, early in the
statement, that the next few years will
represent something of a crossroad in
modernization, with virtually every major
item of equipment being replaced by the
mid-1980s with systems under develop
ment.

In asking for $78.4 million for XM1, to
complete Development Test II and Opera
tional Test 11, preparation for initial pro
duction approval, and several other as
pects of FSEDIPEP, the statement noted
that the ''XMl has been an excellent pro
gram, and even with hindsight there is
nothing major that we wish we had incor
porated in the vehicle or left out."

The Army's urgent need for an infantry
fighting vehicle to team up with the XMl
tank was once again stressed. It was ad
mitted that problems existed, but the
Congress was told that the subject would
be given to the committee in detail. How
ever, whatever may emerge as the desired
fighting vehicle approach, the Congress
was asked to back the Army in getting tb&...
vehicle into the field on a priority basis. A
total of $28.9 million was requested to'
complete contractor and begin govern·
ment testing, and to begin Operati.onal"
Test 11.

Visualizing the Army's attack helicop·
ters along with the Air Force's ground at
tack aircraft as the linebackers of U. .
forces in Europe, $177.4 million was reo
quested for the Adv!lnced Attack Helicop
ter. This amount would cover continullW
tion of the fabrication of three additional
prototypes, integration of target acquisi·~

tion and night vision systems, and live fir
ings of Hellfire antitank missiles, the alt
craft's main armor·stopping armament.
The statement called attention to the fact
that the aircraft's avionics and night.
vision equipment were of such high effec-

14.9 Type classily ground'
dispensed mine syo- ~I

tem and DTlOT II of
modular pack mine.

6.8 Production accept
ance testing. start
DTlOT III. Conclude
training device. test
equipment and sur
vivability program. ...

4.4 Complete test equip
ment design, training
device development.

10.1 Begin 48 month ED.
Engineering model
design and limited
hardware fabricatiarY.

227.5 ATP will develop
NNK. Particle Beam -
Loser. MM Wave Or,
Technology. STP will .
select HOE contractor
and complete layered
Defense initial ,
design.

10.0 DT/OT 101 muzzle
relerence system.
D1/0T II other items.

70.8 Fire 150 rockets. De·
livery by controctor
of three lull up prot~

type systems. Devel
opment work on ter
minal homing system
will begin.

(Continued on page 7)

Artillery
locating Radar

Countermortar
Radar

Pershing II

BMD

M60A1 Product
Improvement
Program

GSRS

TABLE 1
Scatterable

MinesCapsule Summary of
Work to be Performed

Project office organ
ized. concept formu
lation package pre
pared. request for
proposal initiated,
NATO interoperabil
ity studied.
PEP continued. con
tractor tests complet
ed, begin DT/OT II,
execute Initial Pro
duction Facility can·
tract. Twenty.three
missiles to be fired.
Continue Advanced
Development and
Combined DT/OT.
Prepare for FY 80
production decision.
Complete DTIIOTE on
AN/TYC-39 Switch.
8egin DTIIOTE on
AN/TIC-39 switch.
Purchase one division
size TOS set. Soft
ware development
and system integra
tion will continue.
Work on anti-jam
multi-channel SHF
comma. Interlace tac
tical terminal with
digital TRI-TAC.

55.2

12.7

7.7

36.9

228.4

FY 79 Budget
Request

($ in millions)

5.5

TRI-TAC

System

Advanced Scout
Helicopter

Patriot

TOS

TACSATOM

SINCGARS
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ed as other examples of the Soviet threat.
"It is important," the statement says,

"to think of this budget request in terms
of what it will do for young American sol
diers assigned to front line units-for the
men whose view will be [rom a folthole in
the forward edge of the battle area to an
enemy perhaps less than 3,000 meters
away.

"Should war erupt, a typical NATO bat
talion task force will, in all likelihood, be
opposed initially by an enemy force of at
least regimental size consisting of three
motorized rifle battalions, each reinforced
with a tank company."

Cited as factors which have impacted on
the current U.S. materiel status are: de
fense fiscal priorities which caused defer
ral of procurement of major items not
needed in the Vietnam War; nuclear prior
ities in strategic warfare and emphasis on
air and sea capabilities which resulted in
reduced funds for conventional warfare;
and the Yom Kippur War which depleted
U.S. Army Europe reserve stocks of sev
eral important items.

The report emphasizes that insight into
current U.S. materiel problems can be
provided by examining representa tive
small units stationed at the hypothetical
forward edge of the battlefield in Europe.

Attempts to meet requirements in view
of insufficient resources, the report
states, have led the Army to adopt a pro
curement strategy which balances mod
ernization in the one hand with near term
readiness and sustainability on the other.
In terms of dollars, 40 percent of the re
quested $6.6 billion is directly applicable
to modernization, while 60 percent is di
rected to sustainabili ty.

In addition to filling weapons shortages
and replacing outdated equipment, this
year's procurement program provides

rOmtinued Oil page 5)

WEAPONS & TRACKED CMeT VEH

163'"
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FY 1979 PROCUREMENT BUDGET REQUEST
(MILLIONS OF DOLLARSI

MISSILES

m2
11.7%

AIRCRAFT

1017.'
l!i3'lC.

'"INCLUDES TACTICAL AND SUPPORT VEHICl£S. COMMUNICATIONS AND ELECTRONICS EQUIPMENT.
AND OTHER SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

The procurement portion of the FY
1979 budget request, as stated in the in
troduction, is a response to "Total Army
Goals" announced earlier in the year by
the Secretary of the Army and the Army
Chief of Staff. The procurement budget
also signals full recognition by the Army
of the national commitment to NATO.

In terms of current year dollars, the FY
1979 request exceeds the FY 1978 budget
by approximately $1.3 billion, and con
tinues the upward trend in procurement
which began in 1975. Fundamental con
siderations upon which the FY 1979 pro
curement program evolved included a pro
curement oriented view of the threat, and
a discussion of specific provisions which
respond to these factors.

Ominous implications of the Soviet
threat, particularly in view of their mod
ernization programs and great strides in
improving not only the quantity but the
quality of their arms, provided convincing
evidence for increased procurement re
quests, the report states.

"However, we recognize," the FY 1979
statement reports, "that even with total
support for the FY 1979 procurement re
quest, we still, in many instances, will
have old, obsolete, sometimes inadequate
amounts of materiel in the hands of our
soldiers."

Cited as eltamples of the intensified So
viet threat are the introduction of new
medium tanks in large quantities; exceL
lent infantry combat vehicles which are
heavily armed, amphibious, and armored;
and long range and high fire rate self-pro
pelled artillery.

Dual capable attack1assault belicopters
with aerial platforms, precision guided
antitank weapons with long stand-off cap
abilities, mobile multiple rocket launch
ers, command and control systems, and
advanced mine-laying techniques were cit-

tiveness "that darkness and fog may even
be an asset to it ...."

In light of the statement's description of
the extent of the Soviet/Warsaw Pact ar
mored threat, it is not surprising that a

•• total of $96.3 million was asked for other
anti-armor systems Hellfire, Dragon,
TOW, the new AHAMS (Advanced Heavy
Antitank Missile System), Viper, and Cop
perhead.If the figures of $70.8 million for
the new General Support Rocket System,
and $14.9 million for Scatterable Mines,

.... were added to the total, considering their
anti-armor roles, the total would be
$182.0 million. If the XMls total of $78.4

" million were included along with the
AAH's $177.4 million, the total would be

.. $437.8 million or 16 percent of the total
request.

Pointing out that the U.S. Army now
has "a relatively weak forward air de
fense-eertainly an inadequate one and
absolutely a fair weather one," the state
ment requests $228.4 million for Patriot

• and an additional $126.2 million for
Chaparral, Improved Hawk, Roland,

•DIYAD gun, and Stinger. The total re
quested for air defense is approximately

• 13 percent of the total Army RDTE re
quest.

''The chemical threat is ominous and
getting worse," the statement noted, fol-

• lowed by a plea for funds to continue re
.. search and development of binary muni

tions. A total of $1.8 million was request
ed to type·dassify the 8-inch binary VX
round, and to conduct stability and shelf-

I< life studies.
Another "potential Achilles' heel" was

given as communications. The statement
~ took notice of the high priority Soviet doc

trine places on jamming. The fact that
•• U.S. forces experienced little jamming in

Vietnam, was possibly a factor in not giv
~ ing during these years sufficient urgency

to developing secure, jam-proof tactical
communications systems. A total of $75.6
million was asked for TACSATCOM,

• TRI-TAC, and SINGARS.
The Congress was asked to support

what the statement said is a very modest
real growth in the science and technology
base, $392.5 million in FY78 to $430.0

... million in FY79. Past progress in such
areas as thermal imagery, frequency hop-

• ping, torque stressing, and infrared imag
ing seekers were cited as proof of pay-offs

... in the science and technology field. The
.. present status of the technology base was

pronounced sound, but the statement cau
l' tioned that it is a very fragile commodity

that "cannot. if moribund, be turned on
.. instantly no matter how much money is

poured on it."
The request concluded with a plea that

the Congress heed the need for the Army's
new systems, in sufficient quantity, and
support the request.

A summary of the funds requested for
major programs is shown on Tahle 1.
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INTERVIEW WITH DR. PERCY PIERRE

ties? Do you intend to delegate authority
to one of your staff for the day·to-day run
ning of one of these, or do you intend to
become involved yourself with both sides?
A-I will have two principal deputies, one"·

...

for R&D and one fol' procurement. The ..
deputy on the R&D side will concentrate ...
his efforts primarily on research. The
Deputy for Material Acquisition, as it is ..
now termed, will worry about procure
ments and particularly procurement pol
icy. I will probably spend most of my time
on major development programs. I guess
I1l be like the letter D in RDA; I'll be
mostly in the middle.
Q-Do you fmd the arrangement of hav
ing a small personal staff with which you
have intimate contsct to be a workable •
and efficient arrangement? Do you plan to
continue this, relying on the larger.~

ODCSRDA staff for support for the de-
tailed work? •
A-Yes, I find the arrangement works
well. Of necessity we have to have a small
staff, but I think the present arrangement
of relying on the staff of ODCSRDA for
much of our support works well. It is a re-~
sponsive and helpful system and I have no

. plans to try and change it. ..
Q-There are some who contend that the
ASARcmSARC process with its lengthy 'V

pre·briefs, etc., is too long and drawn out,
and frequently does not result in prompt ~

decisions? What are your views?
A-The process is drawn out, there's noor
question. But several things are accomp- ...
Iished in the process. The presentations
are sharpened through this repetition ....
They become better as they progress.
When one realizes that implementation of ~

a program requires education of decision
makers in the Pentagon, at every level, or
what we are doing, why we're doing it. it
results in a better understanding by
everyone in the Army and in OSD of a ...
particular program. In Defense we really
have a collective management process.

•

'We must keep in mind the goal of standardization is a stronger capability of
NATO. In order for that to happen, the U.S. cannot go it alone. But that goes for ~

the other NATO nationll as well. Any combinations that makes our total combat
capability better is worthwhile."

-----~.-------,.--
ductivity of government employes-both
military and civilian?
A-I have found government employes,
both civilian and military, to be fme, qua
lified people. This is especially true of
those in the top echelon. They are not bu
reaucrats in the negative sense of that
word.

This is not to say that we cannot im·
prove ourselves. We must continually
strive to upgrade the quality of our em
ployes, at all levels. Naturally, there are
some that are better than others.
Q-What have been your greatest prob
lems or concerns in dealing with U.S. in·
dustry?
A-My biggest problem has been getting
to know industry. I had not dealt with in·
dustry as much as I had dealt with govern
ment. I have no serious problems with in
dustry. I have undertaken a deliberate
program of traveling to visit industry in
all parts of the country, talking with key
people, learning their problems in dealing
with government, their concerns. I have
no particular problems at this time.
Q-What are your views on the so-called
military-industrial complex? Is there
really such a thing and, if so, is it a bad
thing?
A-I first heard the expression at the time
President Eisenhower used it. It does
exist. There is a collection of industries
that are particularly close to the Penta·
gon. This is not bad, tbough. It is neces
sary. It simply means we must be careful,
that what is done is in the best interests of
both government and industry and that
industry remains industry and govern
ment remains government. It is a problem
only if each does not satisfy its individual
responsibility.
Q-There are some people who feel the
low bid approach to contracting has serio
ous weakness. One alleged weakness is
that a potentially inferior product or com
ponent may resnlt, whereas just a little bit
more cost will give s far better product.
A-I think we should always look for the
low bidder. It puts competition into the
system. We cannot get away from the low
bid. We just have to have the courage to
say so when the low bid is a bad bid. We
are getting better at the evaluation proc·
ess, better at detecting the bad ones. I'm
not totally satisfied with our ability to to
tally evaluate cost and performance data.
But we are getting better, particularly in
the cost area.
Q-How do you propose to handle the
management of both the R&D and the
procurement aspect of your responsibili-

meeting an objective, or what?
A-There have been a number of dif
ferences, but I'd like to start by pointing
out my familiarity with Defense work pre
cedes my appointment here. Prior to join·
ing Howard University I studied for four
years at the Johns Hopkins University at
which time I was involved in Navy spon
sored research. I did Air Force sponsored
research at the RAND Corp. on govern
ment programs. So the area is not a to
tally unfamiliar one to me. I guess I have
to say, though, that I had never had any
direct contact with the Army.

I said there were some differences, but
they are operational differences. At
Howard, I was dealing with educating in
dividuals. My management problems were
related to that field.

When I came to the Army I had to famil
iarize myself with my new customer; what
are his needs-what kinds of technology
are being utilized, what are the systems
the Army has in the field, what do we
have under development, and what tech·
nologies might be applied to Army prob
lems.

But the processes of management, in
both environments, the evaluation of
problem areas, the weighing of resources,
the decision making, are similar. One has
the same basic elements involved. The
Pentagon is not entirely different from
what I was doing. It just boils down to
making reasonable judgments based on
available decision factors.
Q-What are your impressions of the pro
fessional competency, diligence, and pro-

Q-Dr. Pierre, you were appointed to your
present position of Assistant Secretary of
the Army (Research, Development, and
Acquisition) by President Carter, based
upon your background, training, and
highly competent record as Dean of
Howard University's School of Engineer
ing.

The many problems of running an engi·
neering school must be different from
running a materiel acquisition business.
What are the biggest differences you have
found: the bureaucracy, the paper work,
justifying a budget, executing a program,
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FY 79 Army RDA Budget Requests Submitted to Congress

Project managers must understand this,
and realize that the seemingly redundant
briefings can assist in leading to a favor
able decision.

-~ Q-The President's Budget for FY79 bas
been given to the Congress. What do you

.. see, in general terms, as to the receptivity
by the Congress in support of. a strong

.. R&D and modernization program for the

.. Army?
A-I think the Congress must look at the

...... situation objectively. What we are asking
for is but a small down payment toward

... what we'll need in the future. Much of
what the Army has in the field today rep

... resents technology of the 1950's, things
like the M-60 tank, the Hercules and

• Hawk systems, the Vulcan, and the
~.. M-109howitzer.

It must be understood that our procure-
• ment curve will rise. It is modest today,

but it must continue to rise, if the Army is
- to modernize its equipment. The Army is

still far below the other services in terms
.. of procurement dollars received. We'll

have to do better. As far as R&D is con
•• cerned, there is only a modest increase in
.. resources. I do not look for any reductions

by the Congress here.
~ Q-Standardization has become a very

prominent goal in the furtherance of
'r NATO operational capabilities. We have

learned and still are learning lessons in
... this area. But there are some who contend
~ that there is a point beyond which stand

ardization must not go-in other words,
do we accept a European system that
meets, say 85 percent of a U.S. require
ment in the interest of standardization
and interoperability?

• A-We must keep in mind the goal of
standardization is a stronger operational

-'capability of NATO. In order for that to

..
(Con.tinued from page 3)

.. funding support for the full spectrum of
oyArmy materiel acquisition programs.

Long-term aspects Of the procurement
.. program are designed to take advantage

of the payoff from ongoing research and
.. development efforts.

For the past five years the Soviets have
• reportedly produced an average of 2,400

tanks each year. This is over one fourth of
..... the present Army inventory, and one fifth
I" of the entire Army Acquisition Objective.

Efforts to provide U.S. soldiers with the
... best weapons and support equipment (in a

balanced way) have led to categorization
.. of items into functional areas. These areas

are termed capability categories (CAP
ATS). Each relates to a specific and sig

.. nificant aspect of combat on the modern
battlefield.

• Included among some of the new man
agement techniques designed to improve
the development and execution of the

happen the U.S. cannot go it alone. But
that goes for the other NATO nations as
well. Any combination that makes our to
tal combat capability better is worth
while.

Of course the U.S. has another obliga
tion, independent of NATO. Our first obli
gation is that whatever we do makes sense
to the U.S. Army. We must assure that all
decisions are good for the Army. If they

help the alliance, so much the better. The
120mm tank gun decision is that kind of a
decision. In this case, I believe the deci
sion on the gun will have a tremendous
impact on inter-NATO cooperation. U.S.
credibility on standardization can no
longer be questioned.
Q-Do you believe the Army is doing a
good job of exploiting technology to en
hance its future military capabilities?
A-I think we are beginning to exploit
technology better. We' are finding ways to
utilize technology that in the past has
been under-utilized. This is particularly
true in the communications and electron
ics areas, things like radars, target acqui
sition systems, lasers, infrared devices,
and others. Also, we are making excellent

overall procurement program are Zero
Base Budgeting (initiated this year), the
Modernized Army R&D Information Sys
tem (MARDIS), and Force Packaging
Methodology which prioritizes materiel
acquisition programs.

The FY 1979 funding request for air
craft totals $1,017.8 million. Funds will
be used to procure 78 AH-1S (Co
brarrOW) attack helicopters, 16 CH-47
(Chinook) cargo helicopters, and 129
UH-60A Black Hawks. Support is also be
ing sought for advance procurement of
long lead components for the UH-60A
Black Hawk. This request will also sup
port aircraft modifications, spares and re
pair parts, and support equipment and fa
cilities.

A total of $773.2 million is being re
quested for missile procurement in FY
1979. This represents an increase of
$236.3 million from the FY 1978 pro
gram. The request includes $648.6 million

progress in the materials field. Of particu
lar note here, has been the use of new
composites in helicopter rotor blades.

In the case of composite materials, we
are hoping for greater cost reductions
over the life cycle of the systems using
them. Any initial increase in cost of
composites would be regained in the far
greater life cycle savings. However, we
are looking for ways to decrease the initial
costs of composite materials.
Q-The Army is currently reorganizing,
under your leadership, its Scientific Advi
sory Panel. What are some of the problem
areas that you will be giving them to re
view and advise upon?
A-We have made a number of changes in
the Panel. Foremost is that the role will be
truly advising. As for problem areas, at
the last meeting I asked the members to
write me their suggestions as to what they
felt should be the Panel's primary con
cerns. I received a good many substantive
replies. These replies will help us set an
agenda.
Q-Do you miss the relative calm of aca
demic life and the presumably simpler
process of dealing with recalcitrant stu
dents?
A-I must say that there is no more calm
in the academic world than here. I was at
Howard at a time of unrest and consid
erable turmoil. When I entered this job I
found great unrest over the 120mm gun
decision. I had to face a very emotional
problem. And, as I said earlier, dealing
with the problems here are not really that
much different from those I encountered
at Howard.

for continued procurement of the TOW
antitank missile system, Improved Hawk,
Chaparral, Stinger, the U.S. Roland, and
the nuclear Lance and Pershing. The re
mainder includes $72.7 million for modifi
cations, $29.2 million for spares and re
pair parts, and $22.7 million for support
equipment and facilities.

The request for weapons and tracked
combat vehicles calls for $1,636.6 million,
an increase of $215.4 million over FY
1978. This request also provides funds for
the first quantity production of the XM1
tank and continued development of its
production base.

Relative to hardware and production
base ammunition, $1,420.1 million is re
quested. As a general rule, the FY 1979
and outyear programs have been restruc
tured to a lower funding profile level and
production at minimum sustaining rates.

Three activities, under the Other Pro
curement Appropriation, account for a re
quest of $1,789.2 million. This figure in
cludes $284.4 million for tactical and sup
port vehicles, $1,098.9 million for commu
nications and electronics equipment; and
$405.9 million for other support equip
ment.
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GEN Guthrie Addresses Senior Service Schools

...
has begun to make real progress in push·
ing RSL ..

In the artillery area, the General noted •
the 155m.m, 175=, and 8-inch rounds
are fairly common calibers in NATO ar- ~

mies. Existing agreements state that
NATO members should be able to fire
each others ammunition in case of war
time emergency. But, he said, while "for·

sential to have the user become involved early in the develop
ment process, that both sides keep each other informed, that the
user recognize that there are technical and practical limits, and ~

that there be a spirit of cooperation and teamwork on the part of
both. He emphasized that he did not want any adversary reo
lationship to exist in any way, on the part of either DARCOM or
TRADOC.

In addressing NATO Rationalization, Standardization, Inter·
operability, GEN Guthrie stated that he believed that the inter
operability aspect had to come first. After the problems of doc·).·
trine and logistics policy are solved, then the problems of equip
ment will tend to follow into step. But, he emphasized, the RSI
concept is a very real one that has the President's personal ..
interest and backing. We will have to make progress. To do so
will require solution to conflicting legislative priorities of the
Buy America Act and those of the Culver-Nunn Amendment call
ing for greater use of European technology and industry.

He next turned to the Readiness mission of DARCOM, noting
that DARCOM is now the direct supplier to the Army worldwide, ..
responsible for supply, maintenance and follow-on procurement
for materiel in the hands of troops and for war reserves, POM- ......
CUS and operational project stocks. He discussed briefly, the
Modernization of Logistics-1977 to include the DSS and ALOC
concept. Results to date had revealed a 31-day Order- Ship·Time ••
(OST); the goal, said GEN Guthrie, is 20 days. He cautioned his
audiences not to overlook the fact that during peacetime the De- ~

fense Logistics Agency and the General Services Administration
fill 55·60 percent of Army requirements; in wartime this rate
would probably drop to about 50 percent. Involved are such large
volume items as POL, rations, clothing, construction materials,
and repair parts. '"

Readiness, the general noted, has traditionally been thought of
simply in terms of unit readiness; Le., the number of divisions,
brigades, battalions at ALO 1, 2, and 3. Army Chief of Staff
GEN Bernard Rogers has pointed out that this is only a part of
the total readiness picture; "... it must include the capability of
the force to mobilize, deploy, and to be received, deployed, and
sustained overseas." In DARCOM terms, said GEN Guthrie, this
means not only a day-to-day or first day ability to sustain initial
readiness, but to sustain readiness indefinitely, even under
mobilization or surge conditions. DARCOM's capability to meet .~
this goal today is less than required, and, said the General, even ..
with a wartime increase in overtime and productivity there will
still be a shortfall under the currently available and foreseen reo 
sources. For that reason he emp!lasized that further reductions
in DARCOM personnel strength can only lead to more serious •
readiness conditions.

Two new missions recently given DARCOM, he told the
groups, were those of Single Manager for Conventional Ammuni- ...
tion and role of Executive Agent for Security Assistance.

GEN Guthrie summed up his presentation by saying that the ..
system had to be disciplined to work together, that a team effort
was required, and that stability of organization, purpose and •
policy, funding, and corporate support at all levels were essential
to success. ..-

speaker at the International Large Caliber
Armaments Symposium: 1985-2000,
sponsored by the American Defense Pre
paredness Association at Fort Belvoir,
VA, on 22 Feb. 1978, GEN Guthrie noted
that while there are duplications of non·
interoperable systems in certain areas,
such as combat aircraft and main battle
tanks, to cite but two, the United States

GEN John R. Guthrie, Commander,
U.S. Army Materiel Development and
Readiness Command, told a combined
U.S. and foreign military and industrial
audience that progress had been and will
continue to be made in furthering NATO
rationalization, standardization, and in·
teroperabili ty (RSn.

As the guest of honor and banquet

An update on the organiza·
tional structure, missions, and
operational philosophy of
DARCOM was the topic of recent
addresses by GEN John R. Guth·
rie, commander, USA DARCOM,
to students at the U.S. Army
War College and the Armed
Forces Staff College.

By way of providing a compari
son of the magnitude of DAR
COM's size, GEN Guthrie noted
t!lat in resource comparison, in
terms of annual expenditures,
fixed assets, number of em· GEN John R. Guthrie
ployes, and payroll, the command ranks among the top 10 U.S.
industrial corporations. Its inventory is valued at $37.7 billion,
putting DARCOM ahead of such industrial giants as Sears, J. C.
Penny, and Montgomery Ward.

GEN Guthrie explained that the recent reorganization was the
result of the Army Materiel Acquisition Review Committee
recommendation, whereby the development elements of the then
existing commodity commands, be separated from the readiness
components. Under the new structure the R&D Commands are
responsible for research, development, and initial acquisition. At
that point there will then be a transition to the Materiel Readi·
ness Commands. However, concurrent with the R&D responsibil
ities and prior to the transitioning of a system to the Readiness
Command, the Readiness Command will be responsible for the
integra ted logistics support aspects of a new system.

At this point GEN Guthrie noted that the process of transi
tioning a system has not as yet been accomplished with a major
Army program. Up to this time there !las been only an assign·
ment of a system to one or the other, based on current status.
The General foresaw some growing pains with this step.

After the transition has been accomplished, the Readiness
Command will be responsible for supply, maintenance, and fol·
low-on procurement. The R&D side will retain life cycle design
integrity and product improvement responsibility.

From the materiel development aspect GEN Guthrie said that
tbe basic goal was to "field a user-satisfied item ... backed up by
a proven technical data package ... and a field tested plan for in
tegrated logistical support."

The project manager approach to management, !le felt, had
been successful to the point where it !lad now begun to assume a.
sort of status symbol, a condition that he was concerned about.
He noted also that the number of project managers had grown
from 37 in 1973 to 58 in 1977. Concurrently, the number of
skilled people assigned to these offices had grown almost 65 per
cent. At this point the General cautioned, ''If we try to manage
everything intensively, we will end up managing nothing." Since
it is more expensive in personnel terms, at a time when DAR·
COM's overall strength has been declining, greater use must be
msde of existing engineering and functional staffs.

GEN Guthrie's concern for a much stronger developer·user re
lationship was also one of his stressed points. He felt it was es·

DARCOM Commander's Speech Stresses Progress in RSI
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FY 79 RDA Budget

interoperability at key decision meetings.
A related issue, he continued, is the

question of who is responsible for con
figuration management. It seemed to him,
he remarked, that there are always ele
ments of a foreign system that someone
wants to change. "But if all of the changes
are to be made, are we not moving rapidly
away from the standardization and inter
operability we sought in the first place?"

Compounding this tendency is that of
the subsequent product improvement
changes. "So the real challenge", GEN
Guthrie emphasized, "is broader than
achieving standardization and interopera
bility in the first place. We must also de
velop means to insure that we retain it in
the long run. I'm not sure that ... [this]
migh t not prove more difficult than
achieving standardization or interopera
bility to begin with."

4.6

8.1

3.5

0.4

13.0

78.4

19.5

177.4

Capsule Summary of
Work to be Performed

2.230 rounds tesled.
syslem lype c10ssified
OT II conducted.
Complele DT II and
OT II. Prepare for ini-
lial produclion ap
proval. Conduct sev
erol activities 01
FSED/PEP phose.
AD begun. ossembly
and test 01 prololype
componenls.
Complete DTJOT II.
Begin law role initial
produclion. Validale
lech dolo package.
Bre.adboard Highl
lesls 01 an improved
countermeasures har
dened TOW 10 deter
mine best approach.
ED lor night tracker
to be completed.
Rollout 01 lirst two
prototypes and lirst
lIight of CH-47D. De
liver last five engines
to contractor ond
complete rotor blade
development.
Complefe develop
ment of UH-60 simu
lator prototype and
begi n development of
AAH II ight and weap
ons simulator .
Continue fobricotion
of three additional
prototypes. Integrote
TADS/PNVS. Live fir
ing of HEllFIRE.

(Contin"ed on page 23)

TABLE 1 (Continued from page 2)
FY 79 Budget

Request
($ in millions)

6.3

System

Viper

XMl Tank

TOW

AHAMS

Synthetic FI ight
Training
System

Copperhead

Advanced Attock
Helicopler

CH--<l7
Modernization

Drogon

that a plan for co-production be prepared.
Additional evidence of current progress

can be found in the DARCOM project to
develop a data bank on foreign systems.
Currently being evaluated by Test and
Evaluation Command, said GEN Guthrie,
are three foreign vehicles, two foreign
radars, and a number of other systems.
Results will be used to determine whether
further testing should be conducted.

One knotty problem that remains to be
solved, said the DARCOM commander, is
"when do you say that two systems are in
teroperable?" Is it when they use the same
fuel, or the same ammunition, or the same
engine? Conceding that this may not be a
major policy issue, it does "take on real
signllicance at the operating level." The
Army Materiel Systems Analysis Activity
is looking at alternative methodologies for
presenting dsta on standardization and

eign rounds are produced using the U.S.
tech data package, we have never actually
fired them." Test and Evaluation Com
mand had no basis on which to issue the
zequired safety release. This situation,
said GEN Guthrie, was being resolved and
he hoped that U.S. test firings of foreign
rounds would begin in April 1978. '1t is
important that we succeed in demonstrat
ing ammunition interchangeability. I can
conceive of few areas where interoperabil

.jty is more important," he continued.
Retention of existing interoperability is

... an important aspect not to be overlooked
or negated. The M109 self-propelled

.. howitzer has provided a good degree of
interoperability since the early 196Os, and
in the collective drive to modernize, the
General felt that all parties must continue

--to maintain this capability.
A major study effort was begun a few

months ago at DARCOM, he told the audi
nce, to "explore the methods by which in

ternational standardization and interoper
ability of weapons might be achieved,
with particular emphasis on the obstacles

- that must be overcome ..." He noted that
there are basically four methods of inter-

• national materiel acquisition: direct pro
~curement, cooperative R&D, co-produc

tion, and licensed production.
.. Each approach has its advantages and

disadvantages, but the DARCOM study
-tas concluded that none have insurmount

able problem areas. The ability- the
know-how, to solve the difficulties exists
in industry and the Department of De-
fense. A follow-on effort has already been
undertaken in DARCOM, said GEN Guth
rie. Qualilled people from the major sub
ordinate commands are being brought in
to work on problem areas. ''We intend to
l!levelop specific solutions and a strategy
for executing them within DARCOM. In
some cases, of course, the solution will
rest at a higher level, so we are incor

- porating a procedure to elevate these is
.sues."

Evidence of increased effort in the in
-t.ernational standardization and operabil

ity field can be found daily at DARCOM,
'd GEN Guthrie, where project man

agers and other materiel developers must
me experts on foreign developments

in their areas of responsibility. At key de-
• cision points in their programs a thorough
-IDalysis of a foreign competitor system or
systems must be presented as possible ai

rlernatives. Today Army project managers
are required to demonstrate to the Army

"and Defense Systems Acquisition Review
Councils that their particular programs
foster international standardization and

.j!tteroperability.
The new General Support Rocket Sys-

.tem, said the General, was an example of a
program where funding was held up until
this objective could be adequately proven.
Similarly, the recent production decision
of Stinger now includes a requirement
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turing and structural constraints experienced in
the past.

In summary, it is believed that the ACR prin
ciple will become" major design philosophy for
advanced rotor systems development in the fu!!-
ture. Carefully planned research is already
underway in. an effort to develop the technologi
cal basis necesaary to apply this principle.

As results of this research become available,
advanced R&D work will be initiated to provide
continued evolution in ACR technology and to
apply the principle to tile design of operational
hardware. I-

It is fully expected that significant elements
of this technology will be reflected in virtuslly
all new aircraft and in product improvements
to current aircraft in the Army's fleet hy the;
mid 19808.

prompted by problems arising from the contin
uous propellant method. Since production is
continuous, several million pounds of defective
propellant Inight be produced before being dO'
tected. The new device prevents this hy provid-
ing on·site evaluation. •

The dynagun prototype is designed to simu
late chemical and physical actions that occur in....
the chamber of a 155mm M126 Howitzer when
an M4A2 propellant charge is fired. Collected
data provides a complete pressure and time
velocity record. ...

Measuring six feet in length, the device is a
scaled-down gun with a movable and reusablt"
piston which replaces the real projectile. The
concept was conceived y ARRADCOM physi:Y
cist John Demeo.

DYNAGUN Prototype

ARRADCOM Announces New Laboratory Ballistic Simulator
Development of a laboratory ballistic simula

tor, with potential for providing quick and ac
curate evaluation of M4A2 cannon propellant
performance. has been announced by the U.s_
Army Armament R&D Command, Dover, NJ.

Identified as the dynagun, the device is the re
sult of joint effort by ARRADCOM and the Uni
versity of lllinois. Final laboratory tests are be
ing conducted at Radford Army Ammunition
Plant, Radford, VA, prior to production testing.

The dynsgun is intended for use primarily in
the new Radford propellant production facili·
ties which will be completed in the early 19SOS.
A continuous production technique, rather than
the traditional batch method, will be employed
at the new facilities.

Development of the dynagun was actually

sky, which is currently reflected in the Block
Hawk design, has demonstrated the capability
to use computer analysis in the qualitative
defInition of aeroelastic properties.

In addition to the aeroeJastic technology, the
sdvanced structures capability necesaary to ap
ply the ACR philosophy is also being developed
by industry and government agencies to include
both advanced metals and composites tech
nology. This advanced structures capability is
actuslly the key to the success of th! ACR.

It is this capsbility that will provide the
dynamicist the necessary freedom in controlling
the blade zeroelastic properties. For instance,
the designer will be free to tailor airfoils, blade
stiffness, and planform without the manufac-

RTL Awards $619,663 for New Rotor Concept '-
A double contract totaling $562,663 for a wind-tunnel evaluation of an Aerolastically Conformable

Rotor (ACR) was awarded by the Research and Technology Laboratories, AVRADCOM: $265,778 to
RASA Diviaion, Systems Research Labs, and $296,S85 to Sikorsky Aircraft Division, UTC_

Program objective is to develop technology for the design of an ACR, which is a rotor concept in
which blade stiffness, airfoils and mass balance are deliberately designed 80 that the flexing and
twisting of the blB.des will work to improve helicopter performance and reduce loads.

Project Engineer William E. Nettles. Applied Technology Laboratory, Fort Eustis, VA, RTL's
laboratory in charge of the contract, explained that this research will begin with an analysis of rotor
deformations. using complicated new computer analysis. 1 ~

Based on this analysis. model rotors will be built and tested to determine whether the analytical
predictions are correct. Re ults are expected to have a significant impact on the development of a new
breed of high-performance Army helicopters.

Sikorsky also received a separate 10· month $57.000 contract to determine potential rotor improve
ment and impact on mission effectiveness for the new rotor.

Recent analytical and model test studies have demonstrated feasibility of using passive control of
blade torsional response to improve various aspects of rotor opersting capability, explained Project....
Engineer Patrick A. Cancro of RTL's Applied Technology Laboratory st Eustis.

Designs that improve performance and or reduce systems loads will be serious candidates for
future Army mis ions. A UH-pOA Black Hawk baseline conventional rotor will be used in conjunc.
tion with an ACR to determine the benefits to be derived from this technology.

Development of the Aerolastically Conformable Rotor
By William E. Nettles*

During normal operation, helicopter rotor
blades experience surprisingly large dynamic
motions as they rotate. As forces are produced
to lift and propel the aircraft, the blades flex
and twist much like a "wet noodle." This motion
occurs in virtually all rotor systems, such as
those on the UH-l, CH-47, CH-53 and OH-6.

Recognizing that these responses occur, Eus
tis Directorate engineers have undertaken a
study of a new design approach which will use
this response to sdvantage; this is called the
Aeroelastical1y Conformable Rotor (ACR).

The ACR blade aeroelastic properties will be
carefully selected to provide a rotor system de·
sign in whicb the blade response is a matter of
cboice, not chance. In other words, the dynamic
twisting and flexing of the blades will be "pro
gramed" to improve efficiency, reduce vibra
tion, and improve performance. Thus, this new
system will "conform" in a manner to generally
benefit helicopter operation.

The ACR is not a rotor "concept"; that is, it
does not represent a unique design gimmick
that will distinguish it from other rotors be
cause of a radical departure from conventional
design. Instead, it is a new design philosophy
that represents a conscious effort to tailor rotor
properties througb the logical and practical ap
plication of advanced technology.

There are approximately 20 rotor properties
that can be considered in such "tailoring." These
properties include such thinga as blade plan
form, center of gravity, stiffness, weight, airfoil
sections and twist. Thus, the ACR wiU not nec
essarily have unusual mass distribution, a tor
sionslly soft blade or have a swept tip, but the
design could include such characteristics once a
logical evaluation of blade stiffness, inertia and
planform requirements has been made.

Actuslly, consideration of such characteris
tics is not new. Every rotor blade built had to be
carefully designed (center of gravity, stiffness,
weigbt, etc.), and designers have considered
these parameters. However, the ACR is new in
terms of the degree to which the dynamicist at
tempts to control rotor properties during the
design process.

In essence, the ACR represents an increased
awareness of the effects of aeroelastic proper
ties on rotor behavior, a firm belief that the
technology necessary to understand and control
these effects can be developed in the foreseeable
future, and a commitment to apply this tech
nology in advanced design. Such was the case
with high aspect ratio swept-winged aircraft
such as the B47 and B52.

A wealth of aeroelastic data erists to provide
the confidence necesaary to pursue the ACR.
Tests of the Controllable Twist Rotor by Kaman
in the Ames 40 x SD-foot wind tunnel showed
that blade system response is controllable. ''Live
Twist" research, conducted by Vertol, has indi
cated that such control can be schieved without
application of active external control input.
"Compliant rotor" research performed by Sikor·

"WILliAM E. NETI'LES is an Mrospace en
gineer with the Applied Technology Labora
tory, Fort Eustis, VA, of the Army Research &
Technology Laboratories. A VRADCOM, Ames
Research Center, Moffet Field. CA. A 1958
gradlJllte of Virgini4 Polytechnic Institute. he
has been employed as an engineer at Boeing
(1960·62), NASA (1962-65), Eustis. since 1965.
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Army Science Board Holds First Meeting
~ (Omtinued from page 1)

~.superior to their NATO partners,
while the U.S. Army would initially

i4 be numerically inferior.
to Su=arizi.ng the U.S. Army force

structure, Ambassador Komer said
i'" that the Army is keyed to NATO re

quirements, but is not directin~ ade
A"'quate attention to the probability of a
• European War being a coalition war.

The U.S. and its allies, he said, have
.. been too parochial in addressing the

need to plan for coalition warfare.
~ Ambassador Komer stressed this by
f-~contending that no senior service

school currently offers a course in coa
l'< lition warfare.

It does little good, he nQted, to have
~a superbly equipped U.S. Corps
• flanked by a less well equipped allied

force with whom U.S. co=anders
• 'Cannot converse on secure nets, can

not cross-reinforce, or whose logistics
.. doctrine is quite different.
.. BG Charles E. Canedy, deputy di

rector and Army aviation officer in
" the Requirements Directorate, Office,
-\Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations

and Plans, spoke on the "Army's Re-
• quirements Process." He appealed to

the Army Science Board to attack
,~ problems associated with capability

voids. He said that the ASB can assist
the Army by providing a better

" matchup between technology and re
quirements.

- Assistant Deputy Chief of Staff for
~ Research, Development, and Acquisi

tion MG Philip R. Feir presented a
I'" discussion of the Army's R&D mission

and philosophy. "Our basic philoso
... phy," MG Feir said, "relegates a spe

i -\cial status but not an exclusive role to
equipment performance." The fact

.... that it works is a necessary but not a

.,. sufficient condition, he said.
MG Feir cited the following ground

.. rules which have, for better or worse,
become fundamental to the Army's

I .... R&D strategy: the belief that product
.. improvement, or evolution, is superior

to revolution; significant performance
... jumps justify new systems; avoid ex

cessive sophistication; demonstrate a..
promising ooncept with actual hard-
ware; standardization and interopera
bility; and recognize the need to pre
serve the technological base.

He concluded his remarks by citing
past contributions of the Army Scien
tific Advisory Panel and pledging the

full support of his staff to the new
Army Science Board.

Other featured ASB speakers in
cluded Army Vice Chief of Staff GEN
Walter T. Kerwin Jr.; Co=ander of
the Army Materiel Development and
Readiness Co=and GEN John R.
Guthrie; Co=ander of the U.S. Ar
my Test and Evaluation Agency MG
Julins W. Becton Jr.; Army Assistant
Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel
MG J. P. Kingston; and Co=ander
of the Army Concepts Analysis Office
MG Ennis C. Whitehead.

Under Secretary of the Army Dr.
Walter B. LaBerge delivered a brief
closing statement, and ASB Chairman
Designee Dr. Ernest Wilkins present
ed administrative announcements.

Attendees comprised a blend of 15
personnel who had served previously
with the Army Scientific Advisory
Panel or had held high position in the
Army materiel acquisition co=u
nity, and 12 others who are new to the
field. It was notable also that this
composition included a representation
of American minorities.

Notable among those with prior Ar
my affiliation were former Assistant
Secretaries of the Army (R&D) Willis
M. Hawkins, president, Lockheed
California Co.; Robert L. Johnson,
president, McDonnell-Douglas Astro
nautics Co.; and Dr. Russell D. O'Neal,
private consultant.

Former ASAP members included
Dr. Harold H. Agnew, director, Los
Alamos Scientific Laboratory; LTG
Austin W. Betts (USA, Ret.), vice
president for Planning, Southwest Re
search Institute; Kenneth E. Clark,
dean, College of Arts and Sciences,
University of Rochester, NY; Dr.
Ralph E. Fadum, School of Engineer
ing, North Carolina State University
(Raleigh); Dr. David L. Fried, presi
dent, Optical Science Consultants; Dr.
Herbert L. Ley Jr., private consultant;

Robert M. Lockerd, manager, ATC
Communications/Navigation Sys
tems, Texas Instruments, Inc.; Dr.
Richard A. Montgomery, director of
Corporate Development, R&D Asso
ciates; Dr. Bruce A. Reese, head,
School of Aeronautics and Astronau
tics, Purdue University; Dr. James J.
Renier, executive vice president,
Aerospace and Defense Group, Honey
well, Inc.; Dr. G. H. Siu, private con
sultant; and Dr. Chris J. D. Zarafone-

tis, Simpson Memorial Institute, Uni
versity of Michigan.

Prof. Neil A. Armstrong, who won
worldwide acclaim as the fIrst human
to set foot on the moon during the
U.S. Apollo 11 space venture, headed
up the list of those joining the Army's
research, development, and acquisi
tion community for the first time.
Prof. Armstrong is now with the Col
lege of Aerospace Engineering, Uni
versity of Cincinnati.

Other attendees, new to the Army's
RDA co=unity, were Dr. Rhoda
Baruch, private consultant; Dr. John
Blair, director of Research, Raytheon
Corp.; Dr. Joseph V. Braddock, vice
president for Technical Programs,
BDM Corp.; Dr. Phil E. DePoy, direc
tor, Operations Evaluation Group,
Center for Naval Analysis; Dr. Rich
ard C. Honey, staff scientist, Electro
magnetic Sciences Laboratory, Stan
ford Research Institute; Dr. Fujio
Matsuda, president, University of
Hawaii; and

Dr. Irene C. Peden, professor of
Electrical Engineering, and associate
dean, College of Engineering, Univer
sity of Washington; Dr. L. Albert
Scipio II, professor of Space Sciences,
Howard University Graduate School;
David Shore, division vice president,
Advanced Program Development,
RCA Government Systems Division;
Dr. Wilson K. Talley, professor, De
partment of Applied Science, Univer
sity of California (Davis), Lawrence
Livermore Laboratory; and Dr. J. Ern
est Wilkins Jr., associate general
manager, EG&G Idaho, Inc.

Are You Getting Your Copy?
Distribution of this magazine to Army in

stallations and commands is controlled by
the number of copies requested by the in·
stallation or command publication officer
on DA Form 12-5.

Some comments have been received by
the magazine staff to the effect that an im
balance exists. Publication officers should
be contacted to make necessary changes on
DA Form 12-5.

In addition, if you carry an OPMS special
ty, either primary or secondary, of R&D
(51), Atomic (52), or Procurement (97), or
are a Reserve MOBDES in one of these cate
gories, you are entitled to receive an indio
vidual copy. IT you are not receiving one, ad
vise the editors of this magazine, giving
your correcl military mailing aQdress.

Also, by filling out one of the Reader's
Survey cards in this issue you will be assist
ing the editorial staff in providing the type
of content the audience desires and needs, as
well as improving the efficiency of the
magazine distribution.
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Fig. 1. Effect of Engine Technology on Aircraft Design
It has been determined that the greatest potential improve

ment in future aircraft systems can be realized through technolo
gy verification in an engine of approximately SOO hp. In recent
years the need for improvements in engine technology has be·
come more .urgent, not only in the areas of vehicle flying perfor- ,.
mance but III the areas of cost, reliability, maintainability, safe·
ty, and survivability as well. 1

.Achievement of the f~llowing ATDE program goals will pro
VIde an effective and Viable means of meeting these require
men~: 17-20 ~cent.r~duction in fuel consumption'; 25-35 per
cent Increase In specifIC power; 40-50 percent reduction in vul·
?-erability'; improved reliability; improved maintainability; and
mfrared suppressor compatibility.

In determining the performance objectives for the ATDE con
sideration was not only given to the achieveable thermodyx{amic
performance buhlso to all other aspects of an engine in its oper
ational environment.

Any engine demonstration program will be most successful if
t~e techn,:,logy ~emonstrated .is in the form of a complete engine
WIth conSideration for operational constraints, the environment
in w?-ich sl;lch an engine would operate (sand, dust, heat, altitude,
hostTle actIOn taken against the engine/aircraft, etc.), the mainte· 
nance system, and any other outside influence that could com
promise the actual demonstrated technology. Another very im-

Fig. 2. Effect of Engine Technology on Aircraft
(From engine weight and fuel savings only)

-:-=----
'Compared to production engines in the same power class

What's New in Advanced Aircraft Engine Developments?
By Dr. Richard M. Carlson and Henl} L Morrow EFFECT OF ENGINE TECHNOLOGY

Significant savings in fuel consumption, initial acquisition (2.0 H0 UR MISS I 0 H)

costs, and a host of other major improvements are envisioned as
a result of several advanced aircraft engine development pro
grams underway at the U.S. Army Research and Technology
Laboratories' Applied Technology Laboratory, Fort Eustis, VA.

Two completed programs sponsored by the Propulsion Techni
cal Area of the Fort Eustis-based laboratory are the 1500-hp
Demonstrator Engine and the Small Turbine Advanced Gas Gen
erator (STAGG).

The current SOO·shaft horsepower Advanced Technology
Demonstrator Engine (ATDE) program is the latest effort under
the Demonstrator Engine project. A significant fringe benefit of
this approach bas been the ability of the Army to define objec
tives for the 15OO-hp and SOQ-hp ATDE programs in sufficient
detail to allow specification of flI'lIl fIXed price contracts for the
competitive demonstrator programs. This enhances the
competitive atmosphere and should eliminate costly overruns.

The 15OQ-hp Demonstrator Engine program was initiated in
1967 with the broad objective of validating integrated advanced
engine component technology which had already been experi
mentally tested. This component technology was integrated into
a complete engine and the performance capabilities and mechani
cal integrity were demonstrated.

Two competitive advanced development programs were initi
ated to allow different technical approaches for demonstration
of the advanced technology under a competitive environment.
The 1500-hp demonstrator engines were very successful in
achieving the performance and mechanical integri ty goals of the
program.

The competitive aspect of this approach had a significant bear
ing on its success. The program also provided the opportunity to
address maintainability, vulnerability, and reliability of the en·
gine.

During the time frame of the program, requirements for the
Army's Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System (UTI'AS)
were being firmed up. In 1972, through a competitive procure·
ment process, one of the developers involved in the demonstrator
program was selected to enter engineering developmen t of the
engine for the U'ITAS (subsequently named the Black Hawk).

Many of the lessons learned, in addition to actual component
designs that were verified during the 1500·hp Demonstrator
Program, evolved into the T700-GE-700 engine, which today
powers both the Black Hawk and the Advanced Attack Helicop'
ter (AAH). A modified version of the T700 will power the U.S.
Navy's Light Airborne Multi·Purpose System (LAMPS) heli·
copter. The T700 is also being considered for commercial sales.

The Small Turbine Advanced Gas Generator Program was ini
tiated in 1971 with four programs for design fabrication and
testing of a core gas generator (gas producer). The STAGG ~ower
range. was 200-750 hp or 1-5 lblsec airflow, with two gas gener·
ators In the 1-2 and two in the 3-51b/sec airflow size.

The objective of the STAGG program was to validate the core
gas generator technology base for Army and Department of De
fense future small gas turbines. The STAGG program integrated
advanced component technology into a gas generator (compress·
ors, combustors, and turbine), approximately one-third of com·
plete engine, in order to define matching and integration prob
lems at an early date.

STAGG program objectives were: 25-30 percent reduction in
specific fuel consumption; 35-45 percent increase in specific pow
er; 10 hours of simulated model qualification test; and 150 hours
of performance, endurance and cyclic tests.

Objectives were met or exceeded. The STAGG technology has
been successfully transferred into new improved aircraft and
ground auxiliary power units and was used as a base for definitiz·
ing of the SOO-hp ATDE requirements.
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Fig. 3. Potential Applications of 800 bp ATDE

operate in tighter quarters in addition to being more easily trans·
ported-and stowed.

The lower structural weight translates directly into acquisition
cost savings at the rate of about $120 per pound. The reduced
fuel consumption of the ATDE engines will result in appreciable
savings over the life of the aircraft. W~th the (1rojection for con
tinually rising fuel costs in the foreseeable future, these savings
will continue to increase.

For a fleet of 1000 aircraft and operational conditions shown
in Fig. 2, savings of over $92 million in fuel and more than $61
million in acquisition costs could be ex~ted from this aircraft.

Significant savings would also be realized from lower engine
acquisition cost, reduced maintenance, and improved survivabil
ity characteristics of the advanced technology engines as com·
pared to currently available powerplants.

As mentioned earlier, the T700 engine is already being pro·
duced for the Black Hawk and AAH aircraft. A wide range of
helicopters from 4,000 to about 30,OOO·pound gross weight could
be powered by various combinations of the T700 or ATDE en
gines. Figure 3 depicts some of the types of aircraft that could
benefit from the use of advanced tech.nology 800-hp engines.

The time cycle from the initiation of research at the compo
nent level to the final incorporation into an aircraft system for
use in the field is a long one. However, there is probably no single
technological advancement in helicopter design that would con
tribute a greater measure of cost effectiveness than does the ad
vanced technology engine.

While conducting current programs to meet today's needs for
Army aircraft, the Army propulsion community is continuing to
strive to achieve payoffs in the propulsion area that may be ap·
plied to future aircraft.

Guthrie Accepts First HOD Production Engine
GEN John R. Guthrie, DARCOM commander. accepted

the first production T700 from the General Electric Co., in
West Lynn, MA, on 13 Mar., 1978.

On 10 Aug. 1966, then BG Guthrie. director of Develop·
ments, Office. Chief of Research and Development. DA.
signed a memorandum for the Chief of Research and Devel·
opment directing AMC to undertake a demonstrator engine
program. Noting that replacement aircraft for the UH-lD
and CH-47 helicopters would eventually be required, with
the UTTAS program scheduled to start in FY68. GEN Guth·
rie stated that "experience has shown ... the necessity for
engine development to lead airframe development."

The program his letter initiated became the 150Q-hp
Demonstrator Engine Program which culminated in the
T700, which will be the standard powerplant in the new
Black Hawk and AAH helicopters.

portant consideration is engine cost-the acquisition cost as well
as the total life cycle cost.

The ATDE program will provide two separate approaches to
advanced technology turboshaft engines in the 800-hp class. The
48-month program was initiated in February 1977 with the
award of firm fixed price contracts to two engine developers.
Each program will consist of the design and analysis of the en
gines, hardware fabrication/procurement, component tests, gas
generator tests, and engine tests.

The ATDE will be designed with primary consideration for ap
plication to rotary-wing aircraft, however, the technology will be

..applicable to other DoD and commercial requirements.
Particular emphasis is being placed on reliability and main

tainability; ballistic vulnerability; diagnostics and condition
monitoring; infrared suppression compatibility; and engine cost
and trade-off analysis.

The test phase is divided into three major categories---{:ompo
nent, gas generator, and engine development and demonstration

,testing. Component testing will be conducted to establish the
level of performance and to increase design credibility prior to

.. committing the individual components to inclusion in a gas gen
erator test.

Gas generator testing is to determine the performance of the
aerodynamic components, as well as of some of the mechanical
parts, in an engine environment. Development testing of the

_,complete engine will then be conducted to determine perfor
mance and integrity. The first engine testing is scheduled for
May 1979.

Final demonstration tests will include performance evaluation,
sand and dust evaluation, inlet distortion tests, exhaust emis
sions analysis, and cyclic durability testing. Approximately 500
hours of engine testing will be conducted.

The effect of engine technology on a new aircraft design is
....very significant. Figure 1 shows the differences in vehicle char

acteristics that would result from use of a currently available en
gine versus the 8OQ-hp ATDE engine.

• The two aircraft were designed to meet the same requirements
in all respects, including mission, payload, and mission equip·
ment. The resulting aircraft using the ATDE engines is smaller
and lighter weight. It should be more agile and would be able to

; .
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Soviet Pushing Electrochemical Power for Vehicles

'300 + cycles-depth of discharge is unknown.

JAMES D. BUS! is emplayed as a chemist with the U.S. Army
Foreign Science and Technolagy Center, Charlottesuille, VA. He is
currently engaged in analyses of foreign research as applied to the
areas of electrochemical power sources, electric uehicle technology,
and alternate fuels. Additionally, he is a 1970 grodun.te of Christian
Brothers College, Memphis, TN, and is a member of the [nterogency
Aduanced Power Group.

expected through the incorporation of vi-"
brating electrodes. (The vibrating elec
trodes eliminate shape changes on the zinc
electrode during charging.) This research
is being conducted at the &ientific Re
search Battery Institute (NIAI), Lenin
grad.

Cost and availability of the Soviet~
nickel-zinc traction battery is presently
unknown, but it is estimated that the cost
would fall between that of the lead-acid
and nickel-eadmium types. The major in
dustrial facilities for producing these bat
teries are located in the cities of Lenin·
grad, Kursk, Kaliningrad, Riga, and.
Sverdlovsk. With the exception of Sverd
lovsk, all have port facilities for receiving
metal ores, mined in the Kola peninsula,
and for shipment of finished products.

In the United States, the nickel·zinc al
kaline traction battery is also receiving
considerable attention, and similar
achievements in battery performance
have been made. The U.S. prospects for
nickel-zinc traction batteries are encour
aging, and additional battery research
will be funded through the U.S. Depart
ment of Energy (DOE).

However, it should be noted that the
U.S. presently does not have a large nic
kel-zinc battery production capahility._
The USSR already has this capability, and
will most likely become the first country
to produce this power source on a large
scale. Standard Soviet production, distri
bution, and marketing of this battery can
be expected within the next five years.
Technical characteristics of this batteryr
are summarized in the following tsble:

Over the past 10 years, the Soviets have

TABLE 1
Soviet Nickel-Zinc Alkaline Traction Ballery Design

and Performance Chorocteristics-1977
Discharge voltage at 20·C 1.6-1.7 V per cell.
Energy density (moss) ..................•.... 40-60 Wh/kg.
Power density (mass) SOW/kg.
Temperature range ........••....•....•..... +30·C to -40·C.
Ballery cycle lite ..........•.....•.......... 300+ cycles'.
Vehicle driving range _.....•.......... 120·150 km/charge at on averoge

velocity of 60 km/h.
Electrolyte ................••.............. aqueous KOH plus unknown addi-

tives.
Electrolyte specific gravity 1.25 at 20·C. ~

Low temperature performance 20% loss in capacity at -40·C.
Separator hydrated cellula." treated with silver '"

acetate.

sity, which limits driving range (60 to 80
kmlcharge at an average velocity of 60
kmIh), and its poor low-temperature
charge/discharge characteristics. Because
of these serious deficiencies, the Soviets
are shifting their traction battery re
search effort to alkaline systems.

The Soviet development of alkaline trac
tion batteries satisfies both driving range
and low-temperature requirements.
Furthermore, this shift is supported by a
very advanced and well-established alka·
line battery industry. Presently, the
USSR is the world's largest producer of al
kaline storage batteries; moreover, they
have adequate domestic metal resources
and production facilities to support an ex
panded alkaline battery program.

From both an industrial and resource
standpoint, the Soviets have determined
that the nickel-zinc (NilKOHJZn) alkaline
traction battery is the best alternative
electrochemical power source for electric
vehicles. Several advanced nickel-zinc bat
teries have been successfully road tested,
and when compared to lead-licid batteries
have demonstrated improved driving
ranges (120 to 150 kmlcharge at an aver
age velocity of 60 kmIh) and superior low
temperature performance.

Additional improvement in nickel·zinc
battery cycle life has been achieved
through the use of improved separators
and by using chemical additives in the
aqueous electrolyte. The Soviets presently
employ a hydrated cellulose separa tor
that is treated with silver acetate. This
improved separator has resulted in a bat
tery service life greater than 300 cycles.

Further Soviet technological progress is

By James D. Busi
In a major effort to conserve valuable

domestic petrochemical resources, and to
reduce atmospheric pollution in urban
areas throughout the USSR, the Soviets
are undertaking a major electric vehicle
research, development, test and evalua
tion program. This program, began five
years ago, is well organized, and receives
funds directly from the Soviet Ministry of
Electrical Engineering and the USSR
Academy of Sciences.

The rapid growth of Soviet chemical
and plastics industries has greatly in
creased the demand for limited petro
chemical resources. The chemical/indus·
trial demand for these resources will con
tinue to expand, and result in domestic
petrochemical shortages in the mid-to-late
19808. These projected shortages will
force the USSR to become a net importer
of foreign petrochemical resources by the
late 19808.

The growth and demand for petrochem
icals from the Soviet industrial sector of
their planned economy parallels the de
mand for similar fuels in the transporta
tion sector of Western economies. In order
to continue industrial growth, the Soviets
will have to conserve petrochemical re
sources used for transportation purposes.

The development and promotion of all
electric and engine-hybrid-electric, i.e.,
part battery, part heat engine, vehicles
will conserve petroleum-based fuels and
resources, and reduce atmospheric poilu·
tants caused by automotive emissions.
The Soviets estimate that 60 percent of all
atmospheric polution in urban areas is
caused by emissions from diesel and gaso
line-fueled vehicles. The primary pollu
tant is sulfur dioxide (SO,) produced by
the combustion of domestic fuels having a
high-sulfur content.

The basic need in developing practical
all-electric vehicles for urban transit with
in the USSR is the development of ade
Quate electrochemical power sources.
These sources must be reliable, corres
pond to established Soviet industrial and
automotive standards, and satisfy prede
termined driving and climatic specifica
tions. Three types of electrochemical
power sources are being considered:

• Conventional lead·acid and alkaline
type storage batteries.

• Electrochemical fuel cells.
• Advanced, unconventional, high- en

ergy·type traction batteries.
The Soviets initially stressed the devel

opment of lead-acid traction batteries for
all-electric vehicles. This was due to the
ready availability of lead, and the exist·
ence of an established industrial produc
tion capability in conjunction with a
standard battery recycling program.

The primary drawbacks of the lead·acid
traction battery are its low-energy den-
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investigated and demonstrated fuel cells
for electric ground-propulsion applica
tions. The Soviets have established an ex
tensive theoretical and fundamental data
base but have not progressed beyond the
advanced development stage.

In 1974 the Soviets road tested the
it' ''EK-2'', a prototype fuel-cell-powered ve

hicle similar to a previously developed
I'- U.S. vehicle designed by Dr. Karl Kor

desch of Union Carbide Corp. After evalu
~ating the EK-2, the Soviets determined
!o'. that a pure fuel-eell-powered vehicle for

urban transit was too complex and too ex
, pensive. The Soviets are now considering

fuel cell-battery hybrid electric vehicles.

The Soviets are also following Western
-l research on metal hydrides for storing hy

drogen. Presently, iron titanium hydride
'-' (FeTiH, .s) is being used for storing hydro

gen in stationary fuel cells used in proto
~ type power substations and is being con

sidered for applications in prototype
hydrogen-fueled vehicles.

~i The overall prospects for oommercial
" fuel-eell-powered vehicles in the USSR is

~ not encouraging due to the high cost of

catalysts, and onboard fuel storage limita
tions. It should be noted that the Soviets
have the capability to produce special pur
pose fuel-eell-powered vehicles for mili
tary applications. These applications
could include small, self-propelled, un
manned surveillance vehicles, and fork
lift trucks for operation in hazardous envi
ronments.

The Soviets have conducted basic re
search and limited exploratory develop
ment of unconventional high energy hat
tery systems. These batteries couple
strong alkaline earth metals as anodes
and strong oxidants such as halogens or
chalcogens as cathodes. Analysis of all
these potential electrochemical couples
has resulted in the sodium-sulfur, and
lithium-sulfur battery systems as the
most promising unconventional, high
energy battery types for future (beyond
1985) electric vehicle applications.

The Soviets have been very conserva
tive in their approach and development of
these unconventional battery systems,
and thus lag Western technology by 3 to 5
years. This technological lag is illustrated
by their beta alumina ceramic separator

used in the sodium-sulfur battery.
The best Soviet beta alumina ceramic

separator has a specific resistance of 0.]
to 0.3 ohm-meter at 300°C. In compari
son, beta alumina ceramic separators pro
duced by Chloride Silent Power Ltd.. of
the United Kingdom; Brown, Boveri and
Cie (BBC) of West Germany, TOSHIBA of
Japan, and Ford Motor Co. of the U.S. all
have specific resistances of 0.05 to 0.07
ohm-meter at 300°C. The inferior Soviet
beta alumina ceramic will result in greater
battery internal resistance.

Soviet quality problems may be due to
impurities, and poor fabrication tech
niques-as indicated by their inability to
produce large beta alumina separators.
Improvements in these areas are required
before the Soviet sodium-sulfur battery
becomes practical for electric vehicles
andlor off-peak power storage systems.

The Soviets are capable of demonstrat
ing a prototype sodium-sulfur-battery
powered vehicle in the near future, how
ever, standard production of high-perfor
mance, high-energy traction batteries is
not anticipated before the mid-to-Iate
1980s.

Project BETA-What Is It?
A new project-Battlefield Exploitation and Target Acquisition

..,(BETA)-has been established as a joint U.S. Army-U.S. Air Force-De·
fense Advanced Research Projects Agency effort to expedite fielding sys·

10< tems tilat rapidly integrate the vast amount of information ohtainable on
the Battlefield of the 80s. BETA will process data from up to 15 different
Army and Air Force intelligence and surveillance systems, translate this
data into useable combat information, and display and disseminate the
battlefield situation to include targets to tbe battle managers.

Studies conducted by DARCOM have indicated tilat an Army division
.• may receive 60 sensor reports per minute in the 1985 time frame. If this

prediction proves to be accurate, how will a commander, or even an auto·
-mated SyStem, handle such a flow and convert it into a useful product?

That is the broad goal of the BETA Test Bed program.
r The U.S. Army, DARPA, and the U.S. Air Force have each been work.

ing on the problem for several years. In September 1977, Dr. William J.
+ Perry, Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering, direct

ed the establishment of ajoint program with the Army as ilie lead service.
.. The initial step is to create an experimental test bed, using off-the-shelf
_\ hardware and, where JlOBSible, software. The objective of BETA is to put a

test bed into the handa of the user to assist in derming hard requirements
""' for future systema to solve these complex technical and operational prob

lems. BETA ia strictly an experiment at this stage. The questions to be an
r swered include, "What functions should a tactical sensor correlation sys

tem perform?" and "Ho~ will such a system impact on the management of
.. our forces?" This is in contract.. to some system . whicch are developed

before the user is sure he needs or wants them.
The BETA Project Plan calls for demonstration of the test bed in

., CONUS and Europe during the 198011981 time frame. Three Correlation
• Centers; Air Force, Army corps, and Army division, will be fabricated,

working with sensor system interfaces, internal communications, and re
... mote display subsystems. External communications to support the test

bed will be a combination of civil and military networks.
iP The approach will be to use a mix of existing Air Force, Army corps and

devision level sensor systems playing in a large scale combat field exer
~se. Surveillance systems will include SOTAS, OV-ID SLAR's, QUICK

LOOK II, GUARDRAIL V, ELS, and Air Force SIGINT, SAR, and
~ QUICK STRIKE RECONNAlSSANCE systems.

BETA is a logical follow-on to project ALPHA which is a joint U.S. Air
1+ Force Tactical Air Command and USA TRADOC effort to determine how

to integrate the air land battlefield. BETA will automate sensor correla
tion, target generation, and situation display at TACC, Corps, and Divi-

sion command posts. Sensor data and finished products will be distrib
uted among the various users.

The U.S. Air Force's Tactical Air Control Center is a fairly lsrge organ
ization, with a Tactical Fusion Division to process target acquisition infor·
mstion. BETA Test Bed experience will help derme on-going sutomation
developments for the Tactical Fusion Division.

The Army is implementing a new concept for support of the tactical
commander with electronic warfare and intelligence as ets which have
been under the command and control of the Army Security Agency. These
assets will be consolidated with surveillance assets into Combat Elec·
tronic Warfare and Intelligence units as organic elements of the Army
corps and division. Along with this new concept, a new facility has been
defined at the Corps and Division level termed the All Source Analy i
Center. The Center will support the tactical operations center by control
ling, managing, and analyzing the product of all organic sensnrs (intelli·
gence and Surveillance) and the electronic warfare assets.

The BETA Test Bed will be used by the services to validate automated
procedures for correlation and fusion of sensor products into near·real·
time target nominations. Those procedures which ar validated will be in·
corporated into the development of automated systems to support the All
Source Analysis Center and the Air Force's Tactical Fusion Division.
Major difficulties that must be solved include techniques to provide; •
real-time display of targets and situation data, adequate data handling
capability; and standardized sensor report formats. The experimental pro
gram will also explore such issues as the joint use of Army and Air Force
sensor systems.

The joint BETA program is guided by a general officer level steering
committee, chaired by Air Force LTG Thomas Marsh with Army LTG
IWbert Baer as the deputy chairman. The balance of the committee is
composed of Army, Air Force, Navy, Marine, NSA, DARPA, and repre
sentatives of U.S. commands in Europe. Dr. Phil Dickinson, the Project
Director, was formerly Deputy Director of Battlefield Systems lotegra·
tion, HQ DARCOM.

The BETA project office is located at the Harry Diamond Laboratories,
Adelphi, MD, and receives administrative support from that organiza·
tion. The Air Force Deputy and his staff are located with the Electronic'
Systems Division of the Air Force Systems Command at Hanscom Air
Force Base, MA.

On 14 Mar. 1978'the Department of the Army notified TRW,loc., that
they had been selected as the prime contractor for negotiation under the
four step source selection process. Teaming with TRW in their proposed
BETA effort are BDM, Inc., and Bunker Ramo Corp.
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Photos Taken of Red
Pbotos on these pages were taken at the 7 Nov. parade in Red S!ll

Moscow. Fig. I-Armored Recovery Vebiele M1977, a poB8i.ble modi! {
of an &ll8llult gun cbassis (note welded opening on front glacis). 2
Artillery Prime Mover, whicb can serve as a personnel carrier in Areti
~climates,because of its higbflotation. 3-BMP, Infantry Fig~

Vehicle with 73mm smoothbore gun and up.rated or semiauton
SAGGER antitank guided miBBile. The BMP bas an amphibious capa
and built·in CBR protection. 4-AKD &ll8llult rifle, an extensively re\
AKM, primarily for airborne use. Modification eonsists of folding stock
vised forearmlbandguard, bigb-efficiency muzzle brake, and plasti m
zine. I>-SA-8 Air Defense Missile System is a self~ntained fire
recently deployed outside the USSR. 6-BTR·60 Armored Personn



re parade- 7 Nov. 1977
er has an amphibious capability and can carry a squad of 8 in addition to a
loW of 3. 7-D·30 122mm Divisional Artillery Howitzer features a 360°
verse. 8-SA·9 Air DefeDlle Miaaile System, mounted on a BRDM vehicle,

a short-range tactical system that employes the wooden round concept.
BMO, Airborne Amphihious Fighting Vehicle, with 73mm smoothbore

m and uprated SAGGER antitank missile, is airdroppahle hy parachute.
-T·12A 100mm Smoothbore Divisional Antitank Gun. ll-M·1973
~ Self·propelled Gun·howitzer used in the maneuver division and
tillery division role. 12-M·1974 122mm Amphihious Division Howitzer.
~T.72 Medium Tank, with 125mm smoothbore gun, is not as yet known
be deployed outside the USSR. 14-ZSU·23·4 Self.propelled Air Defense
atem has a self-contained shoot-on-the·move capability.

8



Materials Research in the Tropics: 1970-1977
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terials, the Atlantic for others. Thus, site
selection and exposure mode affect deteri
oration more than season and, more im
portant, can be used to reduce test time
and costs.

Multiple regression was used to develop
a predictive model for degradation based
on climatic data, i.e., temperature, humid
ity, rainfall and atmospheric salt concen
tration. The model provided poor predic
tions due to high intercorrelations among
climatic predictors and restrictions in
ranges of climatic parameters. Effects
were highly variable, requiring many rep
lications to stabiliz-e them statistically.

An unsuccessful attempt to identify
"the" tropic deterioration function led in
stead to the development of three equa
tions (Table 1).

! 'AO

1'120
';'JOO.
! flO

both inland and coastal sites. Natural •
polymers were subject to actinic degrada- •
tion, but their deterioration patterns were
complicated by their vulnerability to bio
logical attack; nator polymers were se·
verely affected by both open and jungle
exposure. Metals were subject to corrosion
which is influenced by the electrolyte con· ..
centration on the material surface. In gen
Rral, steel corrosion correlated well with "
atmospheric salt content as measured by
salt candle samplers. The major exception
was the most severe site in the study
which exhibited only moderate levels of
atmospheric salt.

The Mangroue Swamps. Prompted by a
single site's high steel corrosion, the Cen- ..
ter pioneered exposures in mangrove
areas. Steel was exposed at forest sites on
both the Atlantic and Pacific coasts with ~

deterioration measured in tensile strength
losses. •

The first mangrove site was found to be
exceptionally severe, while many others 
were benign. Sites with high corrosion
had predominately black mangrove trees.
These secrete salt on their leaves' lower

Where: Yt· tensil strength 8t time t f Rain 11 ted ben th
yo _ initial tensile strength sur ace. water 00 ec ea
t • ex"",u.. ';me them contained significant chloride levela <

Q. h. e. e. b. c. u· consten" and tannins. Tannins form water soluble
There was no curve that described the complexes with iron corrosion products ..

tropic aeterioration of all materials; how- and prevent them from adhering to steel
ever, the linear decay function is suf- after formation. Thus, fresh steel surfaces
ficient in most instances. Table 2 gives ex- are continuously re-ilxposed for corrosive
amples of good fits for the three types of attack. A second finding was that corro-
equation, as well as showing an example sion is SIgnificantly higher in the wet sea-
of data for which no equation gave a good son.
fit. Performance Deterioration uersus Ma- ....

It emerged that synthetic polymers terials Degradation. The same sub- envi-
were most subject to actinic degradation ronments and research design was used in •
and most affected by open exposure at another project, begun in October 1972, in

TABLE 2
Time Delay Functions
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BJ Dr. W. A. Dement and Dr. D. A. Dobbins
The United States began tropic testing

in the late 1930s under the auspices of the
Panama Canal Co. High equipment failure
in the South Pacific during World War II
prompted the Army to step up testing of
materieL

With the coming of peace, tropic testing
diminished until a permanent facility was
recommended in 1959, by the Army Sci
entific Advisory Panel. The Army Re
search and Development Office, Panama,
was then set up in 1962, first, under the
Office of the Chief of Research and Devel·
opment and, later, under TECOM as the
U.S. Army Tropic Test Center.

Early work at the Center exposed mate·
riel to the tropic environment, but failure
analyses and degradation measurements
were performed in the Continental United
States. By 1970, however, Tropic Test
Center's scientists and supporting labora·
tories had improved due to an aggressive
modernization program.

Advanced chemistry, biology and mate·
rials laboratories, and funding of the test
methodology improvement and instru·
mentation, led to a materials research pro
gram. The major objective is to determine
tropic micro-ilnvironmental effects on
materials deterioration rather than devel
opment of new tropic·resistant materials.

Measurement of Relatiue Site Seuer
ities. Many have thought the Atlantic side
of the Canal Zone was the more severe cli
mate because its annual rainfall, 330 em,
exceeded the Pacific side's 200 em. These
differences at sites only 80 km (50 mil
apart result in different ecological associa·
tions, with the Pacific area rarely being
used to challenge basic materials.

In February 1971, the Test Center be
gan to determine degradation rate for ba
sic materials-natural polymers (cotton
and latex rubber), synthetic polymers (ny
lon, polyvinyl choloride and butyl rubber)
and metals (steel}-at three locations (Pa·
cific coast, Atlantic coast and Mid- Isth
mus); with five exposure configurations.
The purpose was to identify the most
severely degrading sub-ilnvironments,
and to answer a basic methodological
question: "Where is the best test location
for a new item?"

Exposures and sampling intervals var
ied among materials. Four phases
throughout the year were used for all ma
terials except steel which was subject to
five. The phase approach was to deter
mine which seasonal differences (dry ver
sus rainy) appear in deterioration rates.

Degradation was measured in tensile
strength loss for all materials and corro·
sion weight loss for steel. The Center
found deterioration varies widely, de
pending on the micro-ilOvironment; the
Pacific side was most severe for some ma-



TABLE 3
Test Items to Determine

Effects of Exposure
on Materiel Performance

V-Belt Set
.A Automotive Roller Bearings

POL Products: MOGAS in cans
Diesel in cans

.. Windshield Wiper: Motor (Vacuum)
Blade

I{'terval Timer
Barrier Material (Plastic Film)
Practice Rockets, 3.5 in

which selected materiel (Table 3) were ex·
.. posed at Atlantic, Pacific and Mid·Isth-
• mus sites under open-sided shed, ventilat

ed shed, mangrove pallet/tarp, tropical
forest palletltarp, and open palletltarp ex
posures.

Deterioration was measured in changes
in materiel performance. This 18 months'

) study supported the original conclusions
• by illustrating the importance of the mi

croclimate, rather than the average ambi
ent weather, in determining deteriora
tion.

The pallet·tarpaulin exposure proved
most severe regardless of geograhpical ex-

• posure. Thus, a common field storage
method is very severe in materiel deterior-

If ation. External appearance did not predict
performance, indicating that functional
testing is preferable to simply compiling
results of visual examinations.

The two studies on site severity show
that the Tropic Test Center can shorten
test length and better determine test sites
and storage modes to assure items are se
verely, yet realistically, challenged by the
tropic environment.

Documenrotion of Degrading Factors. A
second thrust involves identification of
factors influencing deterioration. Fungi
account for much natural polymer deteri·

... oration in tropical forests; however, these
micro-organisms are also found with bio

.. logically inert material. Colonies may pro
duce metabolic products affecting mate·
riel.

The tropics are rich in microbial diver
sity. This, along with optimum micro-or·

" ganism development conditions, poses a
.severe threat to materiel. The inability of

.. a laboratory fungus test, such as
MIL-STD-810C, Method 508, to predict
deterioration is due to lack of biological
diversity and insufficient test times. By
isolating organism strains which contrih-

~ ute to deterioration, the' Center is sup
porting the Army·wide effort both to

t- shorten test time and bring greater real
ism into laboratory and chambe.r simula·
tions.

Fungi colonize biologically inert sur
faces that have accumulated organic con·
taminants. Early Center work suggested

~

~ Squad Radio:

Batteries:

Transmitter PAT 4A
Receiver PRR 9
BA-30
BA-399/u
BA-505/u

this accumulation was from volaWization
of organic plant products with ensuing
condensation and polymerization. But, in
1972, the Army Materials and Mechanics
Research Center sponsored a Tropic Test
Center project which studied the role of
ambient organic compounds in this colon
ization process, discovered the predomi
nance of fossil fuel combustion products
in jungle air, and rejected the transport
hypothesis.

The study detected high molecular
weight organic substances which would
not be volatile at tropic temperatures. The
study confirmed that biologically inert
substrates inherently form platforms for
deposition of organic materials, growth of
micro-organisms and possible deteriora·
tion of the substrate.

Yet, another aspect of documenting en·
vironments involves investigation of stor
age and surface conditions.

A study was begun in 1973, to measure
surface and internal temperatures for a
large ventilated warehouse, an ammuni·
tion bunker, a Butler building, a 2-man
general purpose tent, and a CONEX con
tainer. Outside skin and internal airspace
temperatures showed high variability.
This contrasts to small changes in outdoor
ambient conditions. Surface temperatures
rose to 83° C. (181 ° F.), a possible world
record. Highest surface temperatures oc
curred during the rainy season when the
atmosphere is clear and winds low. Inter
nal temperatures went to 59 0 C. (139° F.).

Temperatures of samples in the open
were more similar to temperatures inside
enclosures than to surface temperatures.
Factors possibly more important than the
high temperatures were fluctuations up to
12.8° C. in 90 seconds, and 26.7° C. in 6
minutes. These are common in the rainy
season and can occur several times daily.
The ensuing thermal shocks can influence
item performance.

The Tropic Test Center recently fur
nished new criteria for the revision of
MIL-STD-810C on thermal shock. These
data ultimately will be used to better de
sign test chambers and narrow the gap be·
tween results obtained in tropic chamber
simulations and the natural environment.

Moisture conditions within containers
also have been investigated. The hypoth
esis for moisture in sealed test items was
that large temperature fluctuations pro
duced a ''breathing'' effect in which humid
air was pulled into the containers at night
when temperatures were low, causing con
densation, and then expelled as vapor
when daytime temperatures rose.

A study of temperature and humidity
revealed the breathing effect was negligi·
ble compared to absorption and desorp
tion of water by materials. Table 4 shows
daytime changes in absolute humidity un·
der solar radiation. The increased absolute
humidity in the full container is caused by

TABLE 4
Diurnal Variation of
Absolute Humidity
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an increase in water-absorbing cardboard.
At night the excess water is reabsorbed,
preventing significant amounts of inter
nal condensation.

Comparison of Laboratory and Field Ex
posures. Materials research also compared
labora tory and tropics simulations for
predicting material performance. Cham
ber advocates stress lower costs, short
ened tests and stricter controls for stand·
ardization. Advocates of natural environ
ment testing criticize chamber testing for
neglecting synergistic effects, limited
selection of environment variables, and
shortcomings in human factors considera
tions, among others. But, is chamber test
ing valid?

The Test Center examined correlations
of chamber work with natural tropic expo'
sure. The survey indicated that laboratory
tests were preferable to field tests for
time, cost, convenience and precision, but
were not sufficiently advanced or predic·
tive to risk replacement of natural envi
ronment tests. The fact that simple cham·
ber tests applied sequentially do not pre·
dict the results of complex chamber tests
with variables applied simultaneously in·
dicates one cause of poor correlations.

Exploring a new concept in simulation,
scientists at the Whi te Sands Missile
Range, NM, have built a "tropic green·
house." This is more realistic than a tem
peraturelhurnidity chamber because it
contains tropical vegetation, micro-organ·
isms, diurnal solar cycles and rainfall.

Tropic Test Center scientists and engi
neers have developed test items which
perform optical, electrical, hydraulic and
mechanical functions for exposure in the
greenhouse, and in open and jungle expo·
sure at the Center. Deterioration is being
measured by changes in performance. So

(Con Iinued nil PUKe 18)
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information about an ecosystem which is
among the most complex on the earth's
surface.

(Editor's Note: The U.S. Army Tropic Test
Center (USATTC), a subardinote of the Army's
Test and Eooluation Cammand (TECOM), has
issued a scientific report on various methodol·
ogy studies of the past seaen years for the pur
pose afacquainting deaelopers with present and
eaolving capabilities that can assist them in pro
ducing tropic-suiwble ma~eriel.)

Becauae the tree even growa in constantly sat
urated soil, it was planted in 1940, to protect
the Lake Okeechobee levee system from wave
attacks during periods ofhigh winds.

However, it now appears that what began as a
well-intentioned gesture has had a fickle end
ing. The trees spread through the marshlands of
the lake, adjacent wildlife areas, and even to
nearby pasture lands. Today, they can be found
all over southern Florida.

The trees flower two to five times annually,
producing millions of seeds the size of grains of 1

pepper. These seeds are spread easily by wind
and water, and grow readily in wet and dry en
vironments.

Melaleuca can also sprout from the main stem
and larger branches. Mter cold damage, cut
ting, and even burning, sprouts may occur. In
fact, when other plants are killed by fire, the
meJaleuca responds by releasing seeds, and the •
subsequent growth excludes revegetion byath·
erplants.

Flarida residents claim that the tree's dense
growth chokes out native plants, causes allergic
reactions in some people and, because of it's
high transportation..,vaporation rate, uses up
water faster than the natural vegetation.

Some people, on the other hand, insist that
there are productive uses for th.e tree. It has
heen planted along highways for windbreaks
and in low-lying areas to stabilize soil. Beekeep
ers report that it is a prime source of nectar for
their bees.

Suggested uses include gift and domestic
woodwork, indoor and outdoor furniture, land
scape woodwork, hobby and craft supplies, ma
rine structures, agricultural products, and pulp
and paper products.

In short, the melaIeuca is a real probem for
the Army Engineers. It might be compared to
their long time friend and foe, the water. Har
nessed waters work for man but if left uncon
trolled they can destroy him.

Responding to "calls for help" from the Jack
sonville, FL, Engineers District, scientists from
the Waterways Experiment Station are search
ing for methods of controlling the melaleuca.

Jack K. Stoll, chief of WES's Environmental
Simulation Branch, and Anthony M. B. Rekas, a
biologist, are optimistic. They are now looking
at two chemicals that will cause the tree to die
in dry soil by interfering with the process of
photosynthesis. Mechanic..l and hiological con
trols might also be considered.

Their research program began with a back
ground aurvey of the melaleuca in Florids. This
phase was followed by a "definition of prob
lems" task. The third portion of their efforts
will be devoted to a series of field tests, based
on research findings. Until the problem is
solved, it may continue to be referred to as "the
tree that almost ate Florida!"

WES Aids in Combating Melaleuca Tree Infestation
Legions of invaders are reportedly squeezing

out natural vegetation, driving away wildlife,
and slowly drinking the Florida Everglades dry.
What are these evil monsters? Scientists from
the U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experi
ment Station, Vicksburg, MS, know who they
are-and may soon have the invasion under COn·
trnl.

It's the seemingly mild·mannered melaleuca,
oftan called the punk tree. Brought to the U.S.
frnm Australia in 1906, the melaleuca or caje
put tree is a taoacious plant that grows in wet
or dry land, seeds profusely, and has a high re
sistance to disease, insects, and fJ.[e.

and their wide range of effects on basic
materials and end items. The myriad
environmental factors- some identified,
some hypothesized and others yet un
measured-present eloquent testimony
for further tropic investigation. The
extensive measurements of microenviron
ments provide much formerly unavailable

COMPLETELY UPROOTED. this melaleuca
tree refuses to die. Control of the melaleuca
is difficult because the tree spreads quickly
through seeding, withstan.ds fire, sprouts
from uprooted trucks. stumps or felled or
cut trees, and seems to be immune to insects
and disease.

light Conditions

Materials Research in the Tropics
(Continued from page 17)

TABLE 5
Exposur.. Mod..s for UV Study

Plexiglas UV Screen
Glass SCreen
Pte)liglas II UVT Screen
OpaqIJe Screen
Open

DR. WILUAM A. DEMENT has been employed at the U.S. Army Tropic Test Center (ITC),
Panama, CZ, since 1975, and currently i$ chief, Technical Support Branch. He holds BA and PhD de·
grees in biology from the Unioersity of Texas (Austin), and has completed four years ofpostdoctoral
training in the population biology group at Stanford Uniaersity, CA.

DR. DELANEYA. DOBBINS is as·
signed to the Office of the Deputy to
the Commander for Anolysi$, HQ
u.s. Army Test and Eoaluation Com
mand, Aberdeen Proaing Ground,
MD. He served formerly as chief of
the Tropic Test Center's l'echnical
Diai$ion, and was also respollSible for
manogement of TTC's scientific and
engineering laboratories, test
facilities, and ranges.

400nm-+IR
320 nm -+IR
290nm~IR

No direct solar radiation
Total solar radiation plus
rain

far, data are insufficient to fully assess
the usefulness of the tropical greenhouse
test methodology, but initial results are
promising.

UV Study. The Center is beginning a
study of ultra-violet light in tropic deteri
oration processes. The quality of light
reaching a sample will be controlled with
screens which selectively absorb different
portions of the solar spectrum. Five field
exposure modes will lie used (Table 5). Dif·
ferences in deterioration rates of basic
materials will determine, quantitatively
the importance of different portions of
the solar spectrum in weathering mate
rials.

Summary. The approach taken by the
Tropic Test Center in its materials reo
search program has been to develop an
understanding of the many microenviron
ments of the humid tropics and to deter
mine which factors are important to mate
riel deterioration. Results favorably im
pact on the Army materiel development
and acquisition cycle and attempts to
shorten it. Proper selection of exposure
configuration can reduce test lengths and
result in savings. An indirect but
important aspect has been an improve·
ment in the fault isolation capabilities;
the Center now supplies materiel develop
ers with heretofore unavailable informa
tion on the cause of materiel failures and
suggests modifications.

Tropic Test Center da ta on deteriora
tion factors are improving MIL-STD
environmental tests in fungus and ther
mal shock areas and are leading to new
tropic chamber methodologies.

Finally, materials research has added to
scientific knowledge in general. Research
results highlight the diversity of sub
environments within the humid tropics
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M198 155MM Howitzer Production Line Nears Full Swing

M198 155mm Howitzer

er for determining where best to commit re
sources for product improvement efforts and
design efforts on second generation equipment.

This recording of field failures is most import
ant for newly fielded systems. EPRs (Equip
ment Performance Reports), already used in
development testing, provide adequate data for
reliability analysis, while Effis (Equipment Im
provement Reports) do not.

Effis provide primarily logistic information.
Routine collection of field failure data. for the
first year or two of field operation, win bring
accurate determination of failure causes, on·
target product improvement efforts, and fewer
unproductive disputes between the user and de·
veloper communities. Let's collect field reliabil
ity data, compare MTBFs and get the facts
about equipment reliability.

GLENN M. STEWART JR., is 0 relil1bility en·
gineer in the Product Assurance and Testi'~g Di
rectorote, U.S. Army Mobility Equipment Re·
search and Deuelopment Command, Fort Bel·
uoir, VA. GrodUllted from the U.S. Nauol Acad
emy with a BS degree in engineering, he serued
with the U.S. Nauy during World War Jf. Prior
to entering ciuil service with MERADCOM in
1971, he was inuolued in qUlllity assurance ac
tivities with the electronics industry. He also is
a MERADCOM representatiue in the Govern
ment/Industry Data Exchange Program.

The M45 Recoil Mechanism is produced hy
Rock Island Arsenal, the M39 Carriage is pro'
duced by Consolidated Diesel Electric Co.. th
M199 Cannon is produced by Watervliet (NY)
Arsenal, snd fire control equipment is being
provided by NUMAX Corp.

The u.s. Army's Rock Island Arsenal, IL, has
reported that its M198 155mm Howitzer pro
duetion liae is nearing full swing and that inte
gration and assembly of the first howitzer
should begin, as scheduled, in May.

A $40 roiIlion, 5·year contract. calling for pro
duction of 19 howitzers, 635 recoil mechanisms,
and integration and assembly of 635 howitzers.
marks the first time that Rock Island has been
assigned responsibilities for "systems integrs.
tion" of a major weapons system.

Roger L:>ewenstein, chief of Rock Island's
Production Control Division, Operations Direc
torate, noted that chances of meeting the sched
uled deadline are "very good," based on perfor·
mance and progress studies of items which are
manufactured in·house.

Stan Stone, RlA project manager for the
M198, said that a new management control sys
tem has been initiated and includes a detailed
schedule for every M198 part. Production plans
indicate when each part should be produced and
the data each shop ordered should be complet
ed.

Developed by Rock Island Arsenal, the M198
bowitzer is managed by the U.S. Army Materiel
Development and Readiness Command project
manager for Cannon Artillery Weapons Sys.
terns.

solve failure problems by identifying failed
parts and replacing them, with a minimum ef
fort to determine failure cause.

Usually the designer is not eager to find fail
ure causes either. A fielded item has success
fully passed all tbe full scale development tests.
and haa been type classified-finding design
problems at this stage is embarrassing. Besides,
tbe designer has a next generation equipment in
advanced develnpment that is being designed to
replace all those equipments the field is com·
plaining about.

Meanwhile. the user keeps replacing failed
parts and complaining about increaaing logis
tics costa and poor design. The developer gripes
about misuse of equipment by the troops and
tbe contractor supplies more spare parts. This
cycle continues until the next generation of
equipment struggles through full scale develop
ment and another set of complaints filters in
from the field.

The arguments between user and developer
are mostly qualitative: incompetent repairmen,
poor design, low quality parts, improper instal
lation, etc. But Mean-Tirne-Between-Failure is
quantitative and hence less subject to opinion.

The statistical character of MTBF makes it
less precise than meters, or volta, but confi
dence limits allow quantibative comparisons be
tween two MTBFs. So, to obtain more objectiv
ity in the user-developer disputes about field re
liability, development MTBFs could be com·
pared regularly to field MTBFs.

If the field users routinely record all failures
and the operating time-to-failure and forward
the information to the developer's reliability en
gineers for analysis. the field and development
MTBFs could be calculated and compared.

In addition, the developer's engineers could
analyze the field failures to identify the failure
modes and the real cause of each failure. This
information would be invaluable to the develop-

Let's Collect Field Reliability Data
By Glenn M. Stewart Jr.

There's a search on by the U.S. Army Mobility
Equipment Research and Development Com
mand (MERADOOM), Fort Belvoir, VA, for
facts about military equipment reliability.

Engineers in the MERADOOM Product As·
surance and Test Directorate !leed them, par
ticularly when trying to determine a reasonsble
reliability requirement for a new generation of
equipment in the command's four program
areas of barrier/counterbarrier systems; coun·
tersurveillance systems; energy/environmental
systems; and supply distributionlconstruction
equipment systems.

The search to date has seldom revealed relia-
bility dats available from the field. Develop-

• ment test data have heen found to be sketchy
also, particularly where tests hsd been short·
ened to conserve funds or meet a scheduled
milestone.

Who has the fscts sbout equipment reliabil
ity-the developer or the user? Army msteriel
developers frequently point to development test
results to show that equipment reliability is im·

• proving. Do the tank drivers, equipment opera·
tors and repairmen agree? Probably not, if th.e
number of complaints from the field accurately
measures equipment reliability.

The fact is that the Army rarely measures the
reliability of Mean-Time·Between-Failure
(MTBF) of fielded equipment. Nor does it record
operating time to failure, which are necessary

• data if MTBF is to be computed. MTBF is the
common measure of reliability during develop
ment. Shouldn't it also be used to measure field
reliability? Many of the arguments about fail
ure causes would be eliminated by comparing
development testing MTBFs to filed MTBFs.
Factual data would be substituted for opinions
and perceptions.

Much of the present effort to solve reliability
problems consists of the developer and user ac·
cusing each other of being responsible for poor
field performance and each trying to convince
higher commands that the monkey belongs on
the other command's back.

These disagreements between developers and
users about failures have become stereotyped.
The user claims the equipment is poorly de
signed, the contractor used low quality parts,
the workmanship is shoddy, the manuals inade·
quate, and that the system was not properly
tested before release.

The developer claims that the operators and
mechanics are poorly trained, the equipment
was improperly prepared for operation, the
equipment was never designed to operate under
the existing field conditions and that the opera-

~tors seldom read the manuals.
There are, indeed, many causes of field failure

and, as you probably suspect, both the user and
the developer can be right about the causes.
Poor design, low quality parts, shoddy work·
manship, deficient manuals, imcompetent oper·
ators and repairmen, improper installation, etc.
all cause failures.

Troops in the field are not as interested in
failure causes as they are in repairing equip
ment, yet, if field failures are to be reduced, fail·
ure causes must be identified and eliminated.
Parts availability and ease of repair are fre·
quently more important to the field commander
than failure causes.

The field commander can often tolerate fail
ures that are easily repairable. Field personnel
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LTG Baer emphasized the need to capi
talize on simulation in providing realistic
cost effective training, because of the pro
hibitive cost of firing live missiles or
training with tanks, aircraft, trucks and
other equipment and fuels in short or
costly supply. Among recent advances in
realistic cost effective training, LTG Baer
singled out the Multiple Integrated Laser
Engagement System (MILES).

U.s. Army Logistics Center Command
er MG Romer D. Smith provided an over
view of Integrated Logistics Support
(ILS)-A New Major Factor in Awarding
Training Device Contracts.

He pointed out that, as modern training
devices become more complex, their sup- 4

portability and provisions for operations
support costs become crucial. MILES, he
said, is PM TRADE's first training system
to incorporate a complete Logistics Sup
port Analysis (LSA).

High technology training devices field
ed worldwide require the same level of de- •
tailed ILS planning as major operational
systems; there is growing recognition of
the value of long-term contractor support
maintenance.

DARCOM Assistant Deputy for Mate
riel Development John D. Blanchard, in
expounding on Training Device Contracts;
Winners vs Also-rans, stated that"... for
each contract that is won, one (and possi
bly two) are lost because somebody failed
to really give it their best in some simple
fundamental detail area ...." .

Most of the also-rans, he said, lost as a
result of failure to apply the fundamen
tals of the contract business, i.e., "... that
details are too important to be passed off
to the 'detailists.' " In explaining some
specific fl1l1damentals, he pointed out that
contractors basically should: read the so
lici tation and follow instructions; chal
lenge and check each estimate; get an in
dependent check on Reliability and Main
tainability (R&M) inputs; standardize 'of

units, measurements and terms through·
out the proposal; screen for duplication
and eliminate; check subcontractors and
associates' inputs; be sure of your addi
tion; and don't be greedy. Competition is
the name of the game.

He concluded by stating that "our whole
purpose in being here is to earnestly so
licit your (contractor) support to our com
mitment to provide the best possible
training devices, and systems, available to
the U.S. soldier in the field."

In leading off a series of PM TRADE
presentations, the Army's Project Mana
ger for Training Devices, COL Joseph J.

II(~)___ ~.\"JfI~ ......
~OP..... ·~~

MulLiple Integrated Laser Engagement System (MILE J.

equipment in the next 5 to 7-year time
frame. In comparing the .profiles of to
day's soldier and the soldier of the future,
he noted that the challenge lies in training
the soldier to win, while outnumbered,
through high performance.

The General discussed the increase in
job variety and proficiency of today's
soldier and the complexity of training the
soldier in either the classroom or the unit
environment, because of the increasing
range of our weapons and the limitations
of space to realistically train the soldier.

COL Pete Cei, U.S. Army Combined
Arms Training Developments Activity
(CATRADA), challenged industry to come
up with new training tools that can be
used by commanders and their staffs to
simulate battles in the field.

He went on to point out various war
gaming simulations at platoon through
corps levels that currently are in use or be
ing developed to give the commander an
appreciation of the forces that can be used
against him. Among these are Dunn
Kempf, Pegasus, CATTS, First Battle,
War Eagle and CAMMS.

LTG Robert J, Baer
DARCOM Deputy Commander for Ma

teriel Development LTG Robert J. Baer
challenged industry to learn the Army's
needs to apply their resources and to
"build a better mousetrap," during a time
when the requirement is no longer design
to performance, but cost of ownership.

Dr. Walter LaBerge
Dr. LaBerge's address on ''The U.S.

Army and NATO," covered our commit·
ment to NATO, NATO's present strength
relative to the Warsaw Pact nations, and
ongoing initiatives aimed at increasing
NATO's effectiveness against a back
ground of negotiations aimed at reducing
the scope of confrontation (the Strategic
Arms Limitations Talks and the Mutual
Balanced Force Reductions negotiations).
Dr. LaBerge also discussed efforts to de
velop common plans, procedures and the
adoption of compatihle equipment within
NATO and their impact on the economies
of member nations.

MG John W. Seigle, deputy chief of
staff for Training, TRADOC, discussed
''The Army's Commitment to Training
Now and in the Future," following open
ing remarks by COL Joseph J. Leszczyn
ski, PM TRADE, and welcoming remarks
by Charles Becker, ADPA Florida Penin
sula Chapter president. Carl Driskell, Of
fice of the PM TRADE, introduced the
speakers.

MG Seigle emphasized the need to break
new ground on how we are going to train
our soldiers to meet requirements of

Conference on aNew
Product Line-Training Systems

Army requirements for training devices
designed to simulate the complexity of
current and future weapons systems and
to sustain the pace of the soldiers who will
use them, were presented to industry dur-
ing a recent conference at Orlando, FL,
home of the Office of the Project Manager
for Training Devices (pM TRADE).

More than 320 Department of Defense
officials and industrial representatives at·
tended the developer-user/industry meet·
ing, 23-24 Feb., sponsored by the Ameri
can Defense Preparedness Association
(ADPA). A number of operational training
devices and a TILO booth were on display
throughout the conference.

Under Secretary of the Army Dr. Wal
ter B. LaBerge was the featured banquet
speaker, following a full-day of briefing
by top officials of the U.S. Army Training
and Doctrine Command (TRADOC), repre·
senting the user, and the U.S. Army Mate
riel Development and Readiness Com
mand (DARCOM>, the developer.
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MAJ Ron Canne PM TRADE Office, and AI
Vincent, Naval Equipment Training Center,
discuss IRETS moving target prototype,
among displays at conference.
by LTC David Cours, chief of the PM
TRADE Engagement Simulation Systems
Division. LTC Cours described and dem
onstrated the Multiple Integrated Laser
Engagement System (MILES), which em
ploys the latest in eye-safe lasers and
microelectronics to simulate the firing
capabilities of rifles, machineguns, and
other direct fire weapons.

Small battery-operated laser transmit
ters, which attach easily to conventional
field weapons, allow ground troops to fire
coded invisible laser pulses instead of live
ammunition. Receiving detectors, located
on opposing troops and vehicles, pick up
the laser pulses and provide audio and
visual indications of a hit or near miss.

LTC Cours also detailed engagement
simulation needs for air defense and air
ground systems including mine warfare,
tactical comniand and control training,
laser guided weapons, and realistic battle
field environments.

MAJ Benjamin D. Blood, chief of PM
TRADE Ground Systems Division, de
scribed the spectrum of ground system de
vices in development and their production
requirements. Among these are the Infan
try Remoted Target Systems (IRETS), the
Observed Fire Trainer (OFT), and the
Army Training Battle Simulation System.

MAJ(P) William Ostertag, chief of PM
TRADE Instructional Systems Division,
concluded tbe presentations with a dis
play and description of the Training Ex
tension Course (TEC) Program. TEC is de
signed to provide soldiers in the field wi th
job-relevant, performance-oriented, self
paced instruction

COL Leszczynski, PM TRADE, and Dr.
J. J. Renier, vice president, Aerospace
and Defense Group, Honeywell, Inc., mod
erated panel discussions following the
presentations each day, which included
answering questions submitted by indus
trial representatives on how industry can
most effectively apply its resources in de
veloping training devices and associated
equipment to support the Army.

involved in meeting Army requirements,
he emphasized to the industrial attendees
the need to make training objectives more
prominent in training device develop
ments; promote and establish safety
standards related to training device devel
opment, and to develop man-machine
interfaces that enhance learning.

"Aviation Systems Simulation" was pre
sented by LTC Truman Maynard, chief of
the PM TRADE Aviation Division, in
which he reviewed the history of the Syn
thetic Flight Training System (SFTS) rep
resenting a family of high-fidelity flight
simulators that wil1 provide aircrew train
ing at the U.S. Army Aviation Center and
at worldwide field locations.

He also reviewed the AH-IQ (Cobra)
flight simulator which permits either in
dependent pilot and gunner training or in
tegrated crew training. Simulation ex
tends to the firing of all weapons nor
mally carried by the aircraft including the
TOW missile, 2.75-inch rocket, and 20mm
cannon.

An example of Computer Generated
Imagery (CGn was presented, showing
the capabilities of the simulator to digital
ly store, compute and display total terrain
scenes, representing flexibility, weapons
effects, sensory imagery, and cost bene
fits not previously achievable.

LTC Maynard described the require
ment for the AH-64 Combat Mission Sim
ulator, describing it as, "... more than
just a flight and weapons trainer, it is a
device to teach tactical decision making. A
device that presents an enemy threat and
imposes battlefield stress on the attack
helicopter crew." He envisioned a simula
tor that wil1 permit "rehearsal for com
bat" and enable the combat crew to "fight
the first week of the next war" in the sim
ulator. This combat preparation should re
duce the losses associated with the early
stages of a conflict.

"Armor Related Devices," presented by
LTC James K. Cooksey, chief of the PM
TRADE Armor Related Devices Division,
emphasized the need for simulation in
tank crew training, in response to the
problem created by training costs, train
ing constraints, and constant proficiency
required of tank crews.

LTC Cooksey reviewed some of the ar
mor training devices now in use, and
those required in the future to train com
manders, drivers, gunners, and loaders,
the critical skil1s needed to act as a
team-while on the move.

As an example, he explained the Armor
Remoted Target System (ARETS), which
wil1 be the standard armor target system
consisting of both a full and a half-scale
range, each of which will have pop-up and
free-moving targets. In addition to a
range control system, ARETS includes hit
sensors, hit indicators, hostile fire simula
tors, and thermal signature equipment.

"Engagement Systems" was presented

PM for TRADE COL and Mrs. Joseph J.
Leszczynski at re<:eption prior to banquet.

• Leszczynski, explained that the real rea
son for this meeting is to "expand the
competitive base" for training devices.

The colonel went on to explain PM
TRADE's mission; PM TRADE's role as a
DARCOM agent and how it interfaces
with TRADOC and industry; where PM

, TRADE's money comes from, what it
buys, and from whom.

In explaining the total PM TRADE ef
fort, COL Leszczynski informed the group
that PM TRADE will provide assistance to
Army agencies requiring it in the develop
ment and procurement of training de-

.. vices. This includes Army schools, project
managers, boards, training aids centers,
training centers, and other users of train
ing devices in active Army, National
Guard, and Reserve units.

Included among the services PM
TRADE stands ready to provide are: cost
and leadtime estimates for procurement
or modification of training devices; train
ing analyses and human factor studies di
rected at fulfilling training requirements
using media or devices; and

Technical assistance in preparing train
ing device requirements; research, devel
opment and procurement of training de
vices; assistance to systems developers in
developing and procuring training de
vices; and logistics support for non-type
classified items.

Dr. Ronald C. Hofer, chief of the Sys
tems Engineering Division, PM TRADE,
followed with a presentation on Explora
tory Development and Future Trends.

He informed industrial attendees that
.. they are getting in on the ground floor

when they undertake exploratory develop
ment, and that there is a need for technol
ogy transfer because of the large un
tapped potential in new training device
technology.

Dr. Hofer went on to brief industry on
the Army's exploratory development re
quirements in technology areas support
ing engagement, visual, electronics, main
tenance, and electro-mechanical simula
tion and announced the development of a
Training Device Technology Data Base in
support of these areas.

Speaking on training and human factors
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The U.S. Army Armament Research and Development
Command, Dover, NJ, has reported "steody progress" in
development of a new direct fire antitank weapon system
termed the Smart Target-Activated Fire and Forget
(STAFF).

Representing a variation of the relatively new tech·
nology of the target·seeking unguided munition, STAFF
combines mechanical scanning techniques with sensors to
seek aut and ultimately cripple or destroy located targets.

Designed primarily as a vehicle·mounted 155mm gun
system, STAFF will also be developed as a dismounted
recoilless unit with self-contained fire control. Compo
nents include a sustainer rocket motor, two self·forging
fragment worheads and two sensors.

It is expected to be extremely fast and accurate with a
rapid rate of fire against multiple targets. No guidance
will be required after the projectile leaves the launcher.
The 155mm launcher barrel is rifled to impart stabilizing
spin to the proiectile during flight.

The gunner aims directly at the target, while the fire
control sets the gun at the correct quadrant elevation to
permit the projectile to fly within 50 meters above the
ground over the target.

Sensors are positioned 180 degrees apart and pointed
90 degrees from the direction of travel. Each sensor scans
the ground for half of each revolution as the projectile
flies over the target area. Warheads penetrate the top of
the target with high kinetic energy slugs.

More than 30 personnel from ARRADCOM's Large Cali·
ber Weapon Systems Laboratory and numerous employes
from other ARRADCOM installations are assigned to the
STAFF project . STAFF was conceived in 1976 and a project
office to oversee development was established in 1977.

Now nearing the end of its conceptual design phose,
STAFF is programed to begin concept demonstration test
ing in August. Advanced development tests could begin
during FY 1979. The system is projected for field use by the
mid·1980s.
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AN/UGC-74 Project Achieves Major Milestone
A major milestone in the AN/UGC-74 Intelligent Com

munications Terminal Project, a new teletypewriter, has
been reported by the U.S. Army Communications R&D
Command, Fort Monmouth, NJ, following successful com
pletion of final qualification tests.

Under development as port of the Army Tactical Com
munications System (ATACS), the AN/UGC-74 achieved a
maior milestone in that the production engineering reo ...
design of the electronics and associated microprocessor
software have been prototyped and debugged. The base·
line design for first article and production equipment was
also provided.

The final qualification tests were witnessed by repre
sentatives from the U.S. Marine Corps, the U.S. Army
Human Engineering Laboratory, and the U.S. Army Train·
ing and Doctrine Command.

The next major milestone, programed for July, will be
integrated contractor, Army Test and Evaluation Com·
mand, and CORADCOM testing of first article equipment.

Development of a new generation of teletypewriters, to
replace the existing AN/PGC-1 and TT-98 models. was •
initiated during the late 1960s. However. the program was
delayed until several concept questions could be resolved.

In 1975 these questions were resolved and 0 decision
was mode to convert from a proposed electromect1onical
device to on intelligent device with print memory and the
ability to prompt for message format and permit compos-
ing and editing before transmission. ~

A second big change was a decision to go to a constant
print speed of 600 words per minute, with the capability to
transmit and receive at various speeds ranging from 60 to
1,200 words per minute. Transmitting and receiving pro·
cedures are independent from the print speed.

The improved UGC-74 is being designed for a Mean
Time-Before-Failure of 1,800 hours. Existing equipment
provides a MTBF rate of only 20 hours. UGC-74 production
is scheduled for November 1979, with fielding planned for
early 1980.

RTL Awards Helicopter &RPV Technology Contracts
Contracts totaling in excess of $2.4 million were among

those recently awarded by the U.S. Army Research and
Technology Laboratories, AVRADCOM. Ames Research
Center, Moffell Field, CA.

The largest single award went to RASA Division Systems
Research Labs for $265.778 and Sikorsky Aircraft Division,
VTC, for $296,885 to develop technology for the design of
an aeroelastically conformable rotor. (See article on p. 8.)

A contract for $417,700 was awarded to Air Research ...
Manufacturing Co., to design, fabricute, and conduct
limited tests of a cooled, high.temperature radial turbine
manufactured by a laminated approach. The long·term
goal is to develop reliable, low-cost. high-performance.
small gas-turbine engines for the Army.

Sikorsky Aircraft Division. VTC, also received contracts
totaling $334,400 for identification and analyzation of
troubleshooting problems, to design a dual hook external
handling system for the Block Hawk; and investigations of
advanced structure of such materials as fiberglass, graph·
ite, boron, and Kevlar for aircraft.

Evaluation of the effect of service usage on composite
main rotor blades was among the contracts awarded Boe-
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Effects of new legislation and current national environmental goals
were considered by conferees at the Third Worldwide Army Environmen
tal Conference, 27 Feb.·l Mar., at Colorado Springs, CO.

More than 130 representatives from the Department of Defense, major
Army commands and subcommands, and the U.S. Envi.ronmental Protec
tion Agency listened to or participated in "high priority" discussions.

Assistant Chief of Engineers MG William R. Wray opened the meeting
with a keynote address on programs and problems associated with the Ar·
my's pollution abatement efforts. He stated that mOre than a hillion dol
lars may be placed in pollution abatement projects before the Army can
consider itself in reasonable-compliance with environmental legislation.

The Clean Water and Clean Air Acts of last year, he said. will impact on
the Army to a greater degree than ever before, because they contain man
datory penalties for non-<:ompliance. He noted that 46 Army installations
have been listed by the EPA, in violation of these acts.

He stressed that the highest priority should be placed on attacking the
problem of pollution control, and bringing Army facilities into compli
ance with regulations.

Despite the many existing problems, he indicated that the Army has
coml>iled an impressive record, including funding of more than $400 mil
lion for execution of over 1,000 specific air and water pollution abatement
projects.

More than 700 of these projects have been completed at a cost of nearly
$200 million, and 110, costing about $150 million, are under construc
tion, with many of them nearing completion, he said.

MG Wray added that the FY79 program will allow the Army to correct
deficiencies at 22 installations and to bring 16 others into compliance
with today's standards.

Factors which contributed to delays in meeting the new pollution stand
(Continued on page 24)
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> Improved Hawk

ing Verto!' Also awarded to Boeing were contracts to seek
ways to minimize fuselage vibration, and to produce a de

- tailed design and analysis of on improved external cargo
• handling system for the CH-47. These contracts totaled

$120,500.
Bell Helicopter Textron received contract awards total

ing $251,800, covering obstacle avoidance concepts,
ballistic vulnerability reduction investigation, and design

> criteria to improve survivability from roll-over accidents.
Two contracts were awarded Hughes Helicopter for in

vestigation of hub-pylon drag, and for development of
methodology for designing composite joints and attach
ment fillings for helicopters. These totaled $605,500.

Remotely Piloted Vehicle technology efforts were
awarded Developmental Sciences, Inc., to conduct design
~and test several techniques for outomatic recovery of an

"RPV" of 200 Ibs. or less. The contract award was $66,200.
.. Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical Co. received a $68,000 con

tract to study the state-of-the-art as it applies to launchers
of remotely piloted vehicles in forward combat areas.
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Awards . ..
Receives Second DECS ...

ARI Technical Director Dr. Uhlaner Retires
One of the rarest honors for U.S. Government employes-a seccnd •

Decoration for Exceptional Civilian Service-dimaxed the federal execu
tive career of Dr. Julius E. Uhlaner upon his retirement 1 Mar. as techni
cal director, U.S. Anny Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social
Sciences. and chief psychologist, U.S. Army.

Presented by Army Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel LTG DeWitt C. ~
Smith Jr. during ceremonies held at HQ U.s. Army Materiel Develop·
ment and Readiness Command in Alexandria, VA, the award came 14
months after former Vice President Nelson Rockefeller presented Dr.
Uhlaner the Presidential Management Improvement Award.

LTG Smith cited Dr. Uhlaner's federal service role in "pioneering reo
search" as a professional psychologist since 1941. He spoke of his "moral
courage and integrity and his ability to keep his eyes perpetually on the
horizon, no matter what the immediate crises."

Dr. Uhlaner also was presented a Letter of Appreciation from Secretary
of the Army Clifford L. Alexander Jr. and a Certificate of Appreciation
from Army Chief of Staff GEN Bernard W. Rogers. Secretary Alexander
acclaimed Dr. Uhlaner for leadership and scientific accomplishments duro
ing his 35-year distinguished career.

Dr. Uhlaner has accepted a position as vice president of a California
research organization. His successor had not been named at press time.

CERTIFICATE OF APPOINTMENT is presented to Edward M. (
Sedlak by DARCOM C~mmander GEN John R. Guthrie. Mrs. Sedlak
100M on.

Edward M. Sedlak, a supervisory general engineer, HQ U.S. Army Ma·
teriel Development and Readiness Command. was recently appointed as·
sociate director for Systems Development in DARCOM's Development

DR. JULIUS E. UID..ANER receives his second Decoration for Ex- ,
ceptional Civilian Service, a Secretary of the Army letter, and a con·
gratulatory handshake from Army Deputy Chief of Staff for Per·
sonnel LTG DeWitt C. Smith Jr.

Sedlak Promoted in DARCOM D&E Directorate

(Ccntinued from page 23)

ards, as identified by the Government Accounting Office, were reported
by MG Wray. They are: lengthy decision processes concerning how to con·
trol emissions: prolonged project design phases; the energy crisis; tech
nology: and unforeseen construction delays.

MG Wray called on all major Anny commands to do a better job in the
timely identification of pollution problems. "Once you've identified a
problem," he said, "you've got to move out to identify a solution with the
statutory compliance dstes in mind."

The General emphasi%ed that the Corps must provide high priority to
the design and construction of current and future pollution abatement
projecta. Business as usual, he said, will not be an excuse when someone is
hauled into court.

Chief of the U.s. Anny Corps of Engineers LTG John W. Morris de
livered a featured address on what the Corps is doing to attack pollution
abatement problems. He listed the following actions:

• Establish an advisory committee to recommend solutions to current
problems. and foresee and eliminate new problems.

• Insure that engineer districts utilize other Anny resources such as the
Anny Environmental Hygiene Agency.

• Investigate the establishment of a project manager for pollution to
help, on a mission funded basis, with project identification, criteria devel
opment, and act as a central clearinghouse for pollution abatement tech·
nology during design and construction phases.

Insure that engineer districts give high priority to design and construe·
tion of new projects, and accelerate the design construction of ongoing
projects.

COL James G. Ton, deputy chief, Research and Development Office, Of.
fice, Chief of Engineers, presented one of several key speeches during a
ession devoted to "Environmental Quality Research."

He noted that the OCE R&D Office is the Anny focal point for tech.
nology base in environmental quality R&D. He added that his office oper
ates as if it were a directorate of Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for
Research, Development, and Acquisition.

COL Ton stated that the primary objective of the Environmental Qual
ity Technology Program is to support the Anny EQ goals through devel
opment of cost effective technology for pollution source reduction, con
trol, and treatment.

He stressed that one of the recommendations, considered fundamental
to the success of the EQ R&D Program and potentially to the entire Army
program, is that the technical base R&D dollar address real Anny prob
lems, and that results of R&D efforts be factored into operational mis
sions.

This philosophy of R&D, he said, necessitates user input during the pro
gram formulation process, during the research phase, during the tech
nology transfer phase, and during later phases.

COL Ton pointed out that the current application of intensive user
developer coordination to non-materiel technical base R&D is primarily
on an ad hoc basis, but is still pertinent to the EQ Program.

He stressed that the Army will always be behind the technology power
curve unless it develops a formal long-range plan which shows, in some
detail, how it intends to achieve compliance with pollution abatement
mandates.

COL Ton concluded his comments by stating that his office is encourag
ing the Army's developing agencies to include users in their annual pro
gram formulation process. and to better identify research results so that
more effective technology transfer can be accomplished.

Conferees also heard presentations on The Environment and Defense
Where Are We Going? by Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Energy,
Environment and Safety) George Marienthal; and The Role of lhe Army
EnvironmenlalHygiene Agency in Projecl Design and Canstruction Proc
ess by COL John A. Piercy, director of Environmental Quality, U.S.
Army Environmental Hygiene Agency.

Research Requirements in Determining the Effects of Various Types of
Military Training Upon Fragile Ecosystems was presented by Robert J.
Davis, U.S. Department of Agriculture Water Quality Management
Laboratory.

Other participants included: Bruce Hildebrand, deputy for Environ
mental Mfairs, Office, Assistant Secretary of the Army (Civil Works);
Donald Hemke, Office of the Anny General Counsel; CPT Walter Jeff
ress, Office, Judge Advocate General, DA; Dr. Allen Hilsmeier. chief,
Environmental Section, U.S. Anny Chemical Systems Laboratory; James
E. Treggasser, Environmental mflce, HQ U.S. Army Materiel Develop
ment and R~diness Command; Lee Aikin, chief. Environmental Office,
U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command; and James J. Bickley, Anny
Environmental Office.
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William P. Morris

Patricia (pat) Roberts, chief of the
Administrative Support Division,
U,So Army Balli tic Research Labora
tory, Aberdeen (MD) Proving
Ground, was recently presented
BRL's 1977 Zornig Award.

Federally employed for 25 years,
Roberts was specifically cited for ad
ministrative and fiscal management
support, and for competence in pro
viding information for laboratory
personnel involved in annual and
long- range programs.

BRL Director Dr, Robert J. Eichel-
berger presented the award, one of Patricia Roberta
the two highest offered annually by the laboratory, along with a gold la
pel pin and a plaque bearing the names of former recipients.

Established in 1959, the award honor COL H. H. Zornig, who was
largely responsible for organizing BRL in 1939 and was director until
1941. The award recognizes outstanding achievement in technical, ad
ministrative, mechanical. and other related fields.

BG David EinseI, deputy commander of the Army Armament Research
and Development Command, and COL Robert M. Gomez, BRL's deputy
commander, spoke at this year's award ceremonies.

Dr. Erich Hafner of the U.S. Army
Electronics R&D Command recently
earned distinction as the sole Depart
ment of the Army employe to be
elected as a Fellow of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers
for 1978.

Assigned to ERADCOM's Electron
ics Technology and Devices Labora
tory, he was cited by the IEEE for
contrihutions to the improvement of
piezoelectric crystals and frequency
con trol devices.

Dr. Hafner has served as general
chairman and technical program com-
mlttee chairman of IEEE's Frequency Dr. Erich Hafner
Control Symposium for the past three years, and is a member of the
American Physical Society. and the New York Academy of Sciences.

He has published more than 30 technical papers, holds numerous
patents, and holds a PhD in physics and mathematics from the University
of Graz (Austria), where he was a research assistant in the Department of
Theoretical Physics.

Dr. Hafner is currently conducting research on frequency control de
vices for use in advanced communication and position location systems.
His earlier work involved in-depth studies of quartz crystal resonators,
precision oscillators, and atomic and molecular frequency standards.

ERADCOM's Dr. Hafner Elected as IEEE Fellow

for 1971-77 services, Included among his achievements was initiation of
the automated Real Property Inventory, which has reportedly saved the
government about $1 million,

Gross was also recognized for government improvements which re
sulted in savings valued at $291 million; for his effort in modernizing
facility engineers equipment fleet; and for achievements associated with
DARCOM's land use program,

Federally employed for 25 years, Gross ha a BS degree in civil en
gineering from Iowa State University, an MA degree in business adminis
tration from the State University of Iowa. and is a registered professional
engineer in five states.

William p, Marris, deputy d.irector for Maintenance, Tobyhanna Army
Depot, PA, was cited for improving and directing a large, complex
production facility which employs 2,000 military and civilian personnel,
and for leadership in the use of automated test systems,

Morris is a recognized leader in the Army Maintenance Program, and
earned an appointment to the Department of the Army's Automatic Test
Equipment Language Standardization Committee. He hold a BS degree
from the University of ScrllUton, PA, where he has also received several
graduate credits in business administration.

Roberts Wins Ballistic Lab's Zornig Award

and Engineering Directorate.
A Certificate of Appointment, presented by DARCOM Commander

GEN John R. Guthrie, paid tribute to Sedlak's 28 years of scientific and
• engineering service to the goverument and expressed confidence in his

potential for continued contributions to tbe Army's mission.
During the past two years Sedlak served an 8-month assignment as act·

ing associate director for Systems Evaluation and Testing, and a 12
month assignment as the DARCOM focal point for Ground Laser Desig·
nators. Additionally, Sedlak has chaired committees tesked with assess
ing the General Support Rocket System, GRASSBLADE, and has partici
pated in the La er Weapon Systems Evaluation. He has also been a mem

'her of the Army's AdvllUced Concept Team since 1975.
A 1976 recipient of the Department of the Army's Decoration for

... Exceptional Civilian Service, he holds a BS degree in electrical engineer
ing from the University of Pittsburgb, and has completed the Resident
Program for Executive Education at the Federal Executive Institute, and
the Defense System Management School's Project Managers' Course,

4 DARCOM Employes Receive Meritorious Awards

~T

/"'Z
George W_Gross Harry Ko.tiak

Four employes of the U,S. Army Materiel Development and Readiness
Command are recent recipients of the Meritorious Civilian Service

- Award, Depsrtmentof the Army'. second highest honor for civilians.
Harry Kostiak, chief, Aircraft Systems Evaluation Branch, Air War

fare Division, U.S. Army Materiel Systems Analysis Activity, Aberdeen
(MO) Proving Ground, received the MCSA for outstanding contributions
to U.S. Army combat effectiveness.

He was cited specifically for achievements associated with development
.of effective and survivable aircraft systems within technical feasibility
and funding constraints. Kostiak is a recognized expert in aircraft vulner

..., ability and weapon systems.
A recipient of a 1966 Army R&D Achievement Award, Kostiak holds a

'SA degree in mathematics from Yale University, has authored or coau
thored numerous technical publications, and served on several commit·
tees and high-level study groups.

Pete J. Rosano, a shop superintendent at the Sacramento Army Depot,
acramento, CA, was recognized for outstanding achievements in direct-

ing operations of a highly complex maintenance activity during 1967-77.
-\He was cited for formulating plans for expansion and realignment of

maintenance shops and shop flows.
During FY70-71, Rosano participated in numerous meetings to develop

plans and policies in preparation for SPEEDEX (System Wide Projects
for Electronic Equipment for Depots, Extended).

George W. Gross Jr., chief, Facilities Division, U,S. Army Installations
and Services Activity, Rock Island Arsenal, IL, was presented the MCSA
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Peter C. Bonnett

Thomas R. Slack

Douglas A. Morlock

CZ; chief, Drug Survey Team, Vietnam; and Regional Dental Activity,
Alameda, CA.

Philip J. Quatrochi, Colin B. Piper, Andrew Zaycer, Curtis J. An·.
derson, Peter C. Bonnett, and Thomas R. Slack, employes of the Army
Armament R&D Command, Dover, NJ, and Douglas A. Morlock, and,
Wahling R. Ng of the Office, Project Manager for Munitions Production
Base Modernization and Expansion, were cited for concept development,
engineering design, and demonstration of the Automated Continuous
Mel.t-Pour Process for pumping and pouring molten explosives.

'1'be new process," the citation states, "is by far the most advanced of
its kind, incorporates higber processing rates with lower concentrations
ofexplosives, improves safety aspects, and reduces operating costs."

Quatrochi has been a Department of the Army employe for more than '"
20 years, bas a BS degree in chemical engineering from tbe University of
Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy, and was a 1976 recipient of a
Picatinny Arsenal R&D Achievement Award.

Piper has 12 years of Department of the Army civilian service. holds.
BS degree in mechanical engineering from Newark College of Engineer
ing, and received. a 1976 Picatinny Arsenal R&D Achievement Award. He
has published numerous technical reports.

Zaycer is a former recipient of a Picatinny Arsenal R&D Achievement.
Award, and two Sustained Superior Performance Awards. He has been
employed by the Department of the Army for 17 years and has completed _
requirements of the Basic Guided Missile Ammunition Course.

Anderson earned a 1961 BS degree in mechanical engineering from
Prairie View A&M University, received a Picatinny R&D Achievement
Award in 1976, has authored several technical articles, and has been an •
Army civilian employe for more than 15 years.

Bonnett graduated with a BS degree in chemical engineering from the,
Univeraity of Maine, has eight yeara of civilian Army service, is a Pica
tinny R&D Achievement Award winner, and bas al.tended the Stevens In- ....
stitute of Technology.

Slack has served as a Department of the Army employe for more than
20 years. and is a recipient of a Sustained Superior Performance Award
and two Special Act or Service Awards. He has attended the Newark Col
lege of Engineering, and has autborized a number of articles.

Morlock is backed by 13 years of Army civilian service, and bolds a BS...
degree in electrical engineering from the Newark College of Engineering
and an MS degree in computer information and control engineering from
the University of Michigan. He has authored several reports and has a
1973 patent.

Ng bas been an Army civilian employe for mOJe than 10 years, and
bolds a BS degree from the Indiana Institute of Technology and a mas
ter's degree from New York University, both in chemical engineering. He
was a 1976 recipient of a Picatinny R&D Achievement Award.

Wshling R. Ng

Philip J. Qustrochi

Curtis J. Anderson

CPT Gary D. Morical

Colin B. Piper

LTC John M. Santoro

Outstanding Achievements Cited ...
FY76 Materiel Acquisition Awards Presented

Two individuals and an B-man team have been selected as winners of
the FY 1976 Secretary of the Army's Award for Outstanding Acbieve
ment in Materiel Acquisition.

A silver medallion and a miniaturized lapel pin, depicting tbe first Sec
retary of War Henry Knox, are presented annually to a maximum of 10
personnel (military or civilian) in recognition of 12 months of competitive
effort in a high-priority program.

Consideration is based on the complexity of a specific problem; the de
gree of initiative and originality displayed in solving it; the relative signif
icance of the accompliahment in light of the mission of the activity; the
potential for direct application or adoption of the contribution by otber
activities; and the degree of improvement in the management of the pro
gram. The new honorees are;

LTC John M. Santoro, former project engineer, Tactical Terminals Di
vision, U.s. Army Satellite Communications Agency, Fort Monmouth,
NJ, was cited for exceptional technical direction and materiel acquisition
management of a test bed multi·terminal ground·based satellite communi·
cation system.

"Through his resourcefulleadersbip," tbe citation states, "crucial com
mand communications were provided for a highly critical defense system
in the European 'Theater." Improved reliability and operational flexibility
are provided by the new system.

Commissioned in the U.S. Army from tbe Reserve Officer Training
Corps, LTC Santoro has a BS degree from St. Peter's College, has com
pleted tbe Army Command and General Staff College, the National Se
curity Management Course, and has served assignments in Germany,
Vietnam, and Turkey.

CPT Gary D. Morical. an administrator in the Department of Obstet
rics and Gynecology, Tripier Army Medical Center, HI, received recogni
tion for outstanding achievements which resulted in discovery of a practi·
cal method for military dental activities to obtain commercial dental gold
alloy at significant monetary savings to the government.

The new method is credited with simplifying and improving the man·
agement of operations and procedures of a disciplined supply usage. Sub·
stantial savings were achieved by the U.S. Army Regional Dental Activ·
ity system.

Commissioned in 1969, Cpr Morical bolde a BS degree in pre-dental
studies from the University of Idaho, and has completed requirements of
tbe AMEnD Officers Advanced and Basic Courses, the patient adminis
tration course, and tbe battalion surgeon assistance course. Included
among his earlier assignments were battalion surgeon assistant, Panalna,
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Zeiberg Chosen as Deputy Under Secretary (S&SS)
Responsibilities for research, engineering development, and acquisition

of strategic weapons and military space systems have been assumed by
Dr. Seymour L. Zeiberg, following his appointment as Deputy Under Sec
retary o( Defense for Strategic and Space Systems in the Office, Under

Baker Commands Walter Reed Army Medical Center
MG Ivan Baker, deputy commander of Walter Reed Army Medical

Center, Washington, DC. since 1975, took over in March as WRAMC
commander.

During 1969-75 MG Baker served as chief of Orthopedic Service,
WRAMC, and during 1968 was assistant clUef of Orthopedic Service in
Walter Reed's Department of Surgery. He holds a BA degree in mathe
matics (rom Syracuse University, and his M.D. from the State University
of New York.

His military schooling includes the Army Medical Service Company Of
ficer Course, lhe Army Command and General Staff College, Army War'
College, and the U.S. Air Force School of Aerospace Medicine.

MG Baker wears the Legion of Merit, Air Medal w/Oak Leaf Cluster,
Army Commendation Medal w/OLe, and Senior Flight Surgeon Badge.

Charles H. McKinley, (ormer direc
tor of Land Warfare in the Office,
Under Secretary of Defense for Re
search and Engineering has succeed·
ed Dr. John L. McDaniel as technical
director, U.S. Army Missile R&D
Command, Redstone Arsenal, AL.

McKinley's new assignment in·
clude responsibilities for MIRAD·
COM's research programs. the com
mand's three major laboratories
(Technology, Engineering. and High
Energy Laser) and the Advanced Sys
tems Concepts Office.

He served briefly during 1975 as .
deputy for Air and Missile Defense in Charles H. McKinley
the Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army for R&D. and was a
project engineer and manager at Vought Missiles and Space Co. from
1970-75.

listEd among his earlier career assignments are: senior staff engineer.
Martin Marietta; lead aerodynamics design engineer, LTV Corp.; and
Autonetics Division, Rockwell International.

McKinley's academic credentials include a BS degree in engineerinl'(
from Texas A&M, and master's degrees in aerospace engineering (rom the
University of Southern California. and in engineering administration
from southern Methodist University. He ha also done graduate work at
the University of Texas.

Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering.
Formerly employed as associate general manager of Advanced Pro

grams Division, Aerospace Corp., El Segundo. CA. Dr. Zeiberg has a bach
elor's degree (rom the City College of New York. and a master's degree
from New York University, both in mechanical engineering.

During 1972-77 he was- program office director for Strategic Studies.
R&D Associates. Marina Del Ray, CA. where he was responsible for a
wide range of efforts. including system synthesis and design, perfor
mance evaluation. intelligence analysis. and threat assessments.

While affiliatEd with Aerospace Corp., San Bernardino, CA. (rom 1965
72, he was involved with the Advanced Ballistic Reentry Systems Pro·
gram and was creditEd with major contributions in the development of
penetration aids, and technologies associated with small ballistic and ma
neuvering reentry vehicles.

He conducted theoretical research
in reentry vehicle flow field phenom
ena, chemically reacting flows and
numerical solutions of viscous flow
equations during employment with
General Applied Science labora
tories, Westbury, NY. from 1962-65.

listEd in Who's Who in the West
and American Men of Science, Dr.
Zeiberg is a member of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers,
American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics, and Tau Beta Pi
and Pi Tau Sigma honorary engineer
ing societies. He is also a recipient of
the U.S. Air Force Systems Com- Dr. Seymour L. Zeiberg
mand Certificate o( Merit.

McKinley Picked as MIRAOCOM Tech Director----.

Graves Directs Security Assistance Agency
Recent assignment of LTG Ern

est Graves Jr. as director of the
Defense Securi ty Assistance
Agency. Washington, DC, fol
lowed a 7-month tour of duty as
deputy Chief of Engineers in the
Office, Chief of Engineers.

LTG Graves also served with
OCE from 1975-77 as director of
Civil Works, after completing a 2
year assignment as director of
Military Application witb the
U.S. Energy R&D Administration
(rede ignated from assistant gen
eral manager. Military Applica
tion), Atomic Energy Commis
sion, Germantown, MD.

During 1970-73 he was divisioo LTG Ernest Graves Jr.
engineer, U.S. Army Engineer Division. North Central, Chicago, IL. He
has served also as president, Air Defense Evaluation Board, Office, Assis
tant Chief of Staff for Force Development, Department of the Army.

LTG Graves graduated from the U.S. Military Academy with a BS de
gree in military art and engineering, and from Msssachusetts Institute of
Technology with a PhD degree in physics. He has also completed the
Army Command and General Staff College, Army War College, and the
Engineer School (basic and advanced courses).

Included among his military decorations are the Distinguished Service
Medal, Legion of Merit with Oak Leaf Cluster (OLC), Bronze Star Medal,
Air Medals, and the Army Commendation Medal with three OLC.

Personnel Actions . ..
Ross Commands I Corps (ROK/U.S.) Group

Commander. I Corps (Republic
of KorealUnitEd States) Group is
the new title of LTG Marion C.
Ross, following an assignment as
assistant deputy clUef of staff for
Operations and Plans. Office,
Deputy Chief of Staff for Opera
tions and Plans. Wsshington. DC.

GraduatEd from the U.S.
Military Academy with a BS
degree in military science, LTG
R06S has an MS degree in interna
tional affairs from George Wash
ington University. He has com
pletEd requirements at the Com
mand and General Staff College,
Army War College. Armed Forces
Staff College, the Ground General LTG Marion C. Ross
School (basic course). and the Infantry School (advanood courses).

listEd among his earlier duty tours are commander. 7th Infantry Divi
aion and Fort Ord, CA; commander. U.S. Army Training Center. Fort
Ord; and director. Human Resources Development, Office, Department of
the Army, Washington, DC.

Other key assignments have included deputy director of Operations, Of·
flce, Deputy Chief of Staff for Military Operations, DA; assistant division
commander, 1018t Airborne Division (Airmohile). Fort Campbell, KY;
deputy commander, U.S. Army Training Center, Fort Campbell; and com
mander, 3d Brigade, 4th Infantry Div. (Mechanized), Fort Carson. CO.

LTG Ross is s recipient of the Silver Star. Legion of Merit with two Oak
Leaf Clustars (OLC), Distinguished Flying Cross, Bronze Star Medal with
"V" device and two Ole, Meritorious Service Medal, Air Medals with ''V"
device, Joint Service Commendstion Medal. Army Commendstion Medal,
and the Purple Heart.
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Army R&D -15 Years Ago
The Army R&D Newsmagazi"e reported on . ..

Army Research Office Alters Divisional Structure
Management improvement realignments in the V.S. Army Research Of·

fice (USARO) provide for establishment of a new Office of the Director of
Army Technical Information as one of its major elements.

The Research Support Division, the only one of the original six divisions
that had retained its name unchanged since USARO was established on
Mar. 24, 1958, was abolished. Minus three of its former hranches, it was
redesignated the Scientific and Technical Information (STl) Division,
with three new branches.

Functions of the overseas Research Branch, which was abolished, and
the Research Contracts and Granta (RC&G) Branch were transferred
from the Research Support Division to the Research Programs Office
(RPO), which now includes the RC&G Branch and a Programs Branch.

The STI Division includes a new Referral Branch, a new Special Activ
ities Branch, and a new Publications Branch. The Scientific Information
Branch was abolished and its functions absorbed mainly in the Office of
the Director of Army Technical Information.

Environmental Sciences (ES) Division changes abolished the Polar and
Arctic Branch and the Tropics and Desert Branch. The Geophysical
Sciences Branch remains intact and supplements the new Regional
Branch and a new Special Proejcts Branch.

The Research Planning (RP) Division was abolished and its operations
research function assigned to a redesignated Human Factors and Opera·
tions Research Division (formerly Human Factors Division). The technical
forecasting function was assigned to the recently established Advanced
Technology Group. Plans, planning actions, and research planning
methodology functions of the RP Division are now the responsibility of a
new Research Plans Office.

Completely unaffected by the organizational changes are the Life
Sciences and the Physical Sciences Divisions.

DoD Creates Technical Data Control Council
Formation of a Department of Defense Council On Technical Data and

Information, with hroad powers to coordinate and control expenditures
estimated at about $2 billion annually, was announ<:ed recently.

Deputy Director of Defense Cyrus R. Vance directed a memorandum to
Secretaries of the Army, Navy and Air Force, the Assistant Secretaries of
Defense, and the Directors of Defense Research and Engineering and the
Defense Supply Agency.

The Council's task is to unify and integrate the overall DoD effort, that
is, 1) to approve all principal projects; 2) to initiste or terminate
projects; 3) to review the progress and resolts of this work; 4) to recom
mend manpowers and financial requirements in accordance with
procedures prescribed by the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower)
and the ASD (Comptroller), respectively; 5) to recommend organizational
structure chaoges; and 6) to formulate policies for promulgation through
DoD directives and instructions, and revisions to the Armed Services Pro·
curement Regnlation (ASPR).

Deputy Director of Defense Vance stated that significant progress has
been made in imp.roving DoD practices in acquiring, utilizing and dis
seminating scientific reports, development and test reports, drawings,
standards, specifications, manuals and other technical information.

Program Seeks Use of Technical Societies in Research
An exploratory program focused on better use of nstional technical

societies and associations for information and guidance in research is
underway by joint effort of the U.S. Army Materiel Command and the
Army Research Office.

One approach considered promising is extension of the "military theme"
plan that enables societies to suggest specific areas where research may
payoff in strengthening industrial capabilities linked to defense needs.

Under consideration also is a method that woold call upon industrial or·
ganizations, through employes affiliated with the technical societies, to
ensure that the state-of·the·art with respect to projects is completely re
viewed. This purpose would be served by having individual organizations
divnlge, on a confidential basis, research near payoff and unpubliahed.

A third method of dealing with the problem woold acquaint the de
signer with "on-the-shelf' developments considered important to in
vestigate. The societies could designate SpecUlC companies which have
developed unusual components or production processes. Army scientists
and engineers in in-ho\l!lB R&D facilities then could visit the companies
when necessary to "trigger new design concepts."

Puckett Takes Over as BRL Assistant Director
Dr. Lawrence J. Puckett, a research

physicist at the U.S. Army's Ballistic
Research Laboratory, Aberdeen (MD)
Proving Ground, was recently
appointed. as BRL assistant director.

Prior to his appointment, Dr.
Puckett coordinated. BRL's Air De
fense Systems Programs. His new
title carries responsibilities as·
sociated. with planning, developing,
and evaluating BRL technical pro
grams. He will also oversee the BRL
Independent Research Program, and
serve on ARRADCOM's Engineering

Dr. Lawrence J. Puckett and Process Review Panel.
His academic credentials include a BS degree in physics from Virginia

Military Institute, and master's and PhD degrees from the Georgia In
stitute of Technology. He began his federal service career in 1968 when he
assumed direction of BRL's stationary airflow facili ty.

In 1970 he received a 1-year appointment as assistant to the BRL di
rector, serving as technical adviser and liaison scientist for research proj
ects and programs. He was reassigned to BRL's Concepts Analysis
Laboratory in 1971, and was then appointed. as coordinator for BRL's
Automatic Cannon Program.

Dr. Puckett has authored or coauthored more than two dozen publica
tions, holds three U.S. Patents, and has served on or chaired more than a
dozen technical committees and panels.

Additionally, he was elected a BRL Fellow in 1965 and served as exe
cutive secretary in 1976. His professional affiliations include Sigma Xi
(Scientific Research Society of North America), American Physical
Society, and the American Society of Mass Spectrometry.

Benoit Becomes AMMRC Commander, Director
Commander/deputy director, U.S.

Army Materials and Mechanics Re·
search Center, Watertown, MA, is
the new title of COL William R. Be
noit, followng service as deputy
director of Procurement and Pro
duction, U.S. Army Troop Support
and Aviation Materiel Readiness
Command, St. Louis, MO.

Graduated with a bachelor's degree
in mathematics from the University
of Nebraska, OOL Benoit has com
pleted requirements at the Army
Command and General Staff College,
Army Flight School, Navy Test Pilot COL William R. Benoit
School, and is a distinguished graduate of the Defense Systems Manage
mentSchooL

Listed among his earlier assignments are commander, 67th Main
tenance Battalion, Fort Benning, GA; aide-de-camp to the deputy com·
mander, Eighth U.S. Army, Korea; a combat tour in Vietnam; and COm
mander of the Staff and Facolty Battalion, Transportation School, Fort
Eustis, VA.

COL Benoit is a recipient of the Bronze Star Medal (two awards),
Meritorious Service Medal (two awards), the Distinguished Flying Cross,
and the Master Army Aviator award.

Reeves Named Huntsville Deputy Engineer
COL Donald W. Reeves recently assumed new duties as deputy division

engineer, Huntsville, AL, following service as deputy director of the De
fense Mapping Agency Topographic Center.

Following graduation from the University of illinois with a BS degree
in civil engineering in 1956, COL Reeves served briefly as a structural
designer in private industry, before entering military service as an en·
gineer officer at Fort Belvoir, VA.

He has an MS degree in geodetic science from Ohio State University,
and is a graduate of the Army Command and General Staff College, the
Marine Corps Command and Staff College, Army War College, and the
Engineer Officer Basic and Advanced Courses.

Listed among his earlier tours of duty are the 547th Engineer
Battalion, Germany; 11th Engineer Battalion, Korea; U.S. Army En
gineer Command, Vietnam, and professor of Earth, Space and Graphic
Sciences, u.s. Military Academy.

COL Reeves is a recipient of the Legion of Merit, Meritorious Service
Medal with two Oak Leaf Clusters, and the Army Commendation Medal.
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THE NEW TITLE
With this issue the title of the magazine has been officially changed to reflect

altered conditions since the publication's inception in 1960.
The structure of the Office of the Secretary of Defense and that of the Secre

tary of the Army have recently been realigned to reflect the expanded responsi
bility of the research and development manager, to include the function of mate
riel acquisition.

The new concept has been evolving over the past decade, wherein there was a
growing awareness of the need to consider not just research and development as
a separate entity, but to regard the full aspect of a potential system as an entity.
It is no longer simply the technical feasibility and the successful development
that concerns the R&D community, but producibility, useability, and affordabil
ity must be equally considered and dealt with.

These reasons then, reflect to a large measure, the purposes behind the re
designation of the former Director of Defense Research and Engineering to the
Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering, and the restructuring
within the Army Secretariat of the new Assistant Secretary for Research,
Development, and Acquisition.

Similarly, the Department of the Army Staff was reorganized in 1974 to pro
vide for the disestablishment of the former Office of the Chief of Research and
Develoyment and the creation of the new agency, the Office of the Deputy Chief
of Staf for Research, Development, and Acquisition.

While Headquarters, U.S. Army Materiel Development and Readiness Com
mand seemingly reflects a sharp division with its two Deputy Commanding Gen
erals for Materiel Development and for Readiness, the fact is that the Deputy CG
for Materiel Development does have a major acquisition responsibility. Even in
the major DARCOM subordinate commands where separate and distinct R&D
and Readiness commands exist, one finds that full responsibility for acquisition
and deployment of a new system rests with the R&D command.

The Deputy Chief of Staff for Research, Development, and Acquisition has re
cently been designated as the DA Staff Proponent for Specialities 51 and 97. The
Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans is the DA Staff Proponent for SC
52 (Current breakouts of enrollment in these programs are shown in Table 1).

This magazine has been given the mission to assist in this effort, and it is
toward that end that we will devote our efforts. The magazine has {llayed a
significant role in the past toward the R&D community. We will now drrect our
efforts toward the wider base.

Since the directed reduction of 1973 from a monthly to a bi-monthly basis, the
use of the word "news" in newsmagazine is no longer believed appropriate and
was therefore dropped from the revised title.

The mission statement of the magazine, as it is carried on the masthead of each
issue, now reflects the revised goal.

To assist the staff in carrying out the new mission, tear-out, self-mailing read
er survey cards have been included in this issue of the RDA Magazine. Readers
are urged to complete a card and return it to the magazine. Readers are also
urged to communicate with us freely as to their views on the magazine's opera
tions and content. Our autovon number is 284-9586.

TABLE 1
Officer. De.lgnated With Primary or Aternate Specialty of:

GRADE
COL LTC MAJ CPT LT

R&D(SC51) 415 878 1023 913 3
Atomic Energy (SC 52) 88 134 160 88 I
Procurement (SC 97) 113 345 447 469 4
NOTE: Officers have two specialties: therefore, not all of these officers are available for assignment
in SC 51/52/97. Availability for utilization in SC 51152/97 depends upon other Army requirements.
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